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ABSTRACT
PERCEPTIONS AND HIRING PRACTICES OF TENNESSEE
SUPERINTENDENTS AND DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS RELATING TO THE
DESIRED TECHNOLOGICAL SKILLS OF HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
by
John McLean Reed
The purpose of this study is to reveal what technological skills are inquired about by
superintendents/directors of schools in the state of Tennessee when hiring high school
principals. The study further reveals perceptions that superintendents/directors of schools,
have for the desirability of high school principals to possess technological skills and their
perceptions of how capable current high school principals are for possessing those skills.
The study was based on a total population of 139 school superintendents in the state of
Tennessee. Surveys were mailed in early Nov, 1995. One hundred-two surveys were
completed and returned.
Findings were divided into two categories, the results of the testing conducted for the
research questions and the results of the hypothesis testing. The findings revealed that
more than half of the superintendents/directors of schools in the state of Tennessee had
hiring procedures that inquired about technological skills. The ability to budget
technology was not a skill that most superintendents/directors of schools inquired about.
More than thnee-fourths of the superintendents/directors of schools desired high school
principals to possess technological skills. Fewer than one-fourth of the superintendents/
directors of schools perceived current high school principals to have much knowledge and
experience with technology. Significant differences were found in hiring procedures and
perceptions of the technological abilities of current high school principals. The significant
differences were between appointed and elected superintendents/directors of schools,
superintendents/directors of schools with different degrees of education, and
superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with different levels of
per pupil expenditure.
Based on the findings, the following recommendations were suggested: (1)
superintendents/directors of schools should evaluate hiring procedures to assure there is
inquiry into the technological abilities of candidates seeking high school principalships,
(2) training for technological skills should be provided for students studying school
administration, current high school principals, and superintendents/directors of schools,
and (3) better communication channels should be established between administrators

concerning technology, rules and regulations concerning technology, and incentives to
encourage the development of technology.
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PREFACE

This study has inspired a great deal of thought and concern for the technological
skills of high school administrators. The future will require school principals who have
high levels of technological expertise. The literature review reveals meaningful domains of
technological knowledge that arc used to develop a purposeful array of skills and abilities.
This array of skills is organized into a series of matrices that are organized by domains.
Each matrix was used by a panel of technological experts to assure that each domain
included all the necessary skills for generating purposeful technology. The identified skills
were used to develop questions concerning technological knowledge. These questions
made up the survey instrument through which this study relied on.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The year 2001 is soon to be reality. The American people recognize the turning of
the century with a certain mysticism. Anticipation abounds as concerns for economic and
social well being surround the American public in an expanding and global community.
Business, industry, and government agencies are turning to educational institutions
to help them prepare a future labor market from today’s youth. Their need is for future
workers who will have a global perspective and have the necessary skills to succeed in a
world economy (Kendall & Marzano, 1994).
Educational policy studies such as A Nation at Risk, Transforming American
Education, A Nation Prepared, and Time fo r Results, have raised questions concerning
the ability of America’s educational institutions to prepare youth for the 21st century.
Other studies from the U, S, Department of Education, the National Governor's
Association, and the Camegie Forum have produced directives for what is needed to
improve education. These studies emphasize the need for education to deal with school
violence, teenage pregnancy, illiteracy, dropout rates, and declining test scores (Kendall &
Marzano, 1994).
Polls have revealed that the American public may be developing negative attitudes
about the ability of America’s schools to deal with these concerns. One such poll is The
26th Annual Gallup Poll o f the Public's Attitude Toward the Public Schools. The poll
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collected randomly selected responses to questions concerning the ability of America’s
schools to deal with all the need’s of today's youth. This poll revealed that 30% of the
respondents believed public schools across the United States, if graded, deserved a C.
Approximately 14% believed public schools deserved a D, 7% gave an F for a grade and
5% did not know what grade to give (Elam, Rose, & Gallup, 1994).
Pressure and influence have been particularly strong from business and industry.
Hoemer (1994) points out that the U. S. Department of Education in the report, America
2,000: An Education Strategy reveals studies that show individuals in business and
industry are very concerned about losing their competitive edge in the world market.
Blame is being placed ultimately on the failure of public schools to produce a prepared
work force.
Hoemer explains that from industry's perspective, the nation's school system is
inadequately preparing students for technologically demanding occupations, especially as
the nation’s industries move to adopt advanced manufacturing technologies. As
companies modernize to become more competitive, industry needs schools that are also
modernizing to educate a more competitive workforce.
This challenge requires schools to graduate a larger percentage of students who
possess the technological skills necessary to adapt to emerging technologies. Schools will
fall behind if they do not accept the technology challenge. Hoemer (1994) believes a gap
will result between schools and the rest of society that will continue to grow as technology
improves.
Alvin Toffler (1970) identified the problem of keeping up with technology as early

os 1970. He recognized then that individuals were failing to deal with the rapid changes of
technology. According to Toffler, the acceleration of change does not merely buffet
industries or nations, it is a concrete force that reaches deep into our personal lives,
compels us to act out new roles, and confronts us with the danger of a new and powerfully
upsetting psychological disease. This disease he calls "future Shock".
America's schools must deal with these challenges. The technological revolution is
here. In the years immediately ahead, education must achieve technological literacy and
strive to maximize the benefits of technology. Effective leadership will be crucial to
accomplish this (Hoemer, 1994).
The school administrator must recognize the impact technology is having on the
world economy and society. School administrators must bring the school organization out
of inadequate traditional methods of instruction and into the age of technology. "In today's
global world, holding one's ground is a recipe for slow death. If everyone within the
organization is not constantly trying to improve, they will be left in the dust of a fast-paced
global w orld" (Cunningham & Gresso, 1993 p. 150).
The administrator trying to keep up with the rapid changes of technology will be
challenged. A computer purchased today will be antiquated in less than two years.
Keeping up with technological developments will be a very expensive effort. This effort
will be a significant challenge for tomorrow's school administrator (Poe, 1994).
Pearl man (1991) states that even os real education costs have grown by 20 to 40%
since 1988, the funds required to 'retool' the instructional process have been eaten up by
increased administrative overhead, building maintenance, and construction.
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Present interest in school reform and increasing opportunities to implement
technologies that offer a menagerie of assisted learning experiences help to persuade the
public to provide more money for education. This can create an environment where
educators can waste funds if proper planning is not carefully conducted.
Orlich (1989) believes that this nation has wasted billions of dollars on poorly
conceived but politically popular reform movements. He warns that this has sapped the
energies of school people.
The school administrator must recognize not only the need for technology but also
what has resulted because of technology. Technology has provided the ability to capture,
store, retrieve, analyze, transmit, assimilate, and distribute all forms of knowledge and
information with unprecedented speed and precision (Orlich, 1989).
Technology has ushered in the information age. According to Gainey (1993), the
amount of available information now doubles every five years, and by the turn of the
century, it will take 20 months to double. Gainey further explains that it has been
estimated that if the amount of information humanity possessed in the 14th century would
fit into a wheel barrow, what is known today would barely fit into the Grand Canyon; that
more new information has been produced in the last 30 years than in the previous 5,000.
The school administrator must recognize the ability of technology to control
information. The more information that technology produces, the more technology is
needed. The financial base that technology requires creates the necessity for careful
planning on the part of the school administrator (Cornish, 1987).
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Cornish (1987) explains that the so-catled information revolution driven by rapid
advances in communication and computer technology, is profoundly affecting American
education. It is who needs to learn it, who will provide it, and how will it be provided and
paid for?
Today, technology must be a part of the educational process. Industry and business
want a computer literate labor pool to draw from, A global society has made
technological skills necessary. Rapidly increasing information requires the ability of
technology to find, store, retrieve, and analyze information.

The School Principal
Education’s challenge to deal with the increasing complexities of social issues and
the need to prepare students for the 21st century places new emphasis on the school
principal. Barth (1991) believes that the more teachers are expected to do with less and
less, the more important the principal will become as a critical figure, capable of both
creating and reducing teacher’s problems. What part technology can have with the
education of America’s youth will depend on the leadership that is provided by the school
principal.
Technology requires careful planning and a financial commitment. The fast pace
with which technology is changing and the fact that technological innovations are
developing outside education demand that school systems carefully plan what technology
is purchased with tax dollars. School administrators will be able to claim accountability
about technology purchased for the school only if there is purpose that follows a logical

plan with established criteria for evaluation.
Lindahl (1984) believes that the administrator will increasingly have to define
his/her leadership in terms of technological competence and to work effectively with
faculty and staff to establish recognition and acceptance of this role. The administrator
must be knowledgeable enough to ensure that all faculty and staff have sufficient access to
technological assistance and resources in their fields of specialization.
Lindahl warns that the selection of school principals will become a more complex
issue for school systems os technology becomes increasingly complex. Candidates will
have to be assessed for technological knowledge, capability, and compatibility with school
philosophies and values.
The challenge to find school administrators equipped with the necessary
technological skills for effective leadership intensifies with the charge from Lumsden
(1992) that administrative training has failed to keep pace with changing times and
changing expectations of leaders.
It is time for school systems to change this pattern. Klauke (1988) predicts that
half of all current U.S. principals will retire within the next few years. In view of this
prediction, school districts must review unsystematic hiring practices that have emphasized
image over skill and begin to embrace a more comprehensive and well thought-out
principal recruitment and selection process.
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Statement of the Problem
Today’s schools must maximize the use of technology that will prepare youth to
have the technological skills needed for the 21st Century. School superintendents/
directors of schools may not have hiring procedures that ask applicants about
administrative skills necessary for the development and use of educational technology
when hiring school principals. Superintendents/directors of schools may not perceive such
skills to be desirable for school principals to possess. Because of this, America’s youth
may not be prepared for the future.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to determine if hiring practices for high school
principals in the State of Tennessee included questions to determine if candidates had the
necessary administrative skills to generate purposeful technology in schools. The study
examined what technological administrative skills were considered for inquiry by
superintendents/directors of schools when hiring high school principals. The study
examined how desirable superintendents/directors of schools perceived it was for high
school principals to have administrative skills for technology in the school setting, and at
what level they perceived current high school principals to possess those skills. The study
further determined what significant differences existed in the technological skills
superintendents/directors of schools inquired about according to their method of selection,
degree of education, and the per pupil expenditure level of their school system. The study
also examined if the method of selection, degree of education, and/or the per pupil

expenditure level of the school system created significant differences in the perceptions
that superintendents/directors of schools had for the desirability of high school principals
to possess technological skills and in their perceptions of the technological ability of
current high school principals.

Research Questions
Research Question#!
Do superintendents/directors of schools inquire about the technological skills
identified by the survey items in hiring procedures for high school principals?
Research Question #2
Do superintendents/directors of schools desire high school principals to possess the
technological skills identified by the survey items?
Research Question #3
Do superintendents/directors of schools perceive current high school principals to
possess the technological skills identified by the survey items?

Hypotheses
Hypothesis#!
There will be no significant differences between appointed and elected
superintendents/directors of schools in what technological skills identified by the survey
items arc inquired about during hiring procedures for high school principals. RQ#I
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Hypothesis #2
There wilt be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools who have achieved different degrees of education in what technological skills
identified by the survey items arc inquired about during hiring procedures for high school
principals. RQ#1
Hypothesis #3
There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools who arc employed at school systems with different levels of per pupil expenditure
in what technological skills identified by the survey items are inquired about during hiring
procedures for high school principals. RQ#1
Hypothesis_#4
There will be no significant differences between appointed and elected
superintendents/directors of schools in how they perceive the desirability of high school
principals to possess the technological skills identified by the survey items. RQ#2
Hypothesis #5
There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools who have different degrees of education in how they perceive the desirability of
high school principals to possess the technological skills identified by the survey items.
RQ#2
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Hypothesis.^
There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools employed at school systems with different levels of per pupil expenditure in how
they perceive the desirability of high school principals to possess the technological skills
identified by the survey items. RQ#2
Hypothesis #7
There will be no significant differences between appointed and elected
superintendents/directors of schools in how they perceive the level of ability that current
high school principals possess for the technological skills identified by the survey items.
RQ#3
Hypothesis #8
There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools who have different degrees of education in how they perceive the level of ability
that current high school principals possess for the technological skills identified by the
survey items. RQ#3
Hypothesis #9
There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools emptoyed at school systems with different levels of per pupil expenditure in how
they perceive the level of ability that current high school principals possess for the
technological skills identified by the survey items. RQ#3
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Significance of the Problem
The school administrator looking at the future must ask: What will school failure
mean to a student in the 21st Century? Lindal (1984) believes the answer to this question
may lead to an answer in which technological advances may virtually eliminate the labor
market for unskilled workers. Lindahl warns that the rate of technological advancement
may make job obsolescence a terrible reality for any worker unable to learn and/or adapt
to new technologies.
Lindahl declares (hat education must provide a tacit and contextual learning
experience. He stresses that technology will have an increasingly important role in these
learning experiences. If technology is to be a part of the student’s learning experience, the
teacher must be a leader and inventor to lead students to utilize technology. He further
states that if teachers must be instructional leaders to provide the technological ability that
students will need in the 21st Century then school principals will have to hold the
technological skills that will allow them to be leaders of leaders.
Lindahl stresses the importance of developing comprehensive hiring practices that
look at abilities as well as certification. Prospective administrators must be ready to
demonstrate their technological abilities.
This study reflects on the necessary administrative skills needed to maximize the use
of technology for relevant learning experiences in America's schools. The problem is
important because if superintendents/directors of schools do not hire school principals
with administrative skills for technology and/or perceive such skills to be desirable then
technological knowledge may not be stressed in schools and students may not be prepared
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for future jobs. The review of literature reveals what administrative skills for technology
should be considered by superintendents/directors of schools to be desirable and for hiring
high school principals.

Limitations
The limitations of this study includes those associated with population, instrument,
design, and time of the study. The study is confined to the population of superintendents/
directors of schools in the State of Tennessee. The study is also confined to the results
obtained from one instrument and to one sampling of the population. Generalizations to
other areas can be made only to the extent that they arc similar to the geographic region
chosen for this study.
The inventory instrument used in the study is the sole source for obtaining data
from superintendents/directors of schools in Tennessee.
The study is limited to the time of the research, conducted during the 1995-96
school year. The results, therefore, are valid only for the time they were obtained and may
have limited applicability for the future.
The study is limited to those superintendents/directors of schools in a list prepared
by the staff of the Tennessee State Department of Education during the 1995-96 school
year.

Delimitations
The study does not consider race and retigious affiliation of the respondents. The
study was only interested in what the position of superintendent/director of schools does

when hiring high school principals and what was perceived to be desirable, not who was in
the position.

Assumptions of the study
It is assumed that most Tennessee schools have and use technology for instruction
and administrative functions. Through the use of this technology, educators are familiar
with and understand the purpose of technology.

Definitions of Terms
For the purposes of this study, the following definitions will be used:
►

Administrative Skills - Defined in terms of roles and competencies that include
direction setter, leader-catatyst, planner, decision maker, organizer, change
manager, coordinator, communicator, conflict manager, problems manager, systems
manager, instructional manager, personnel manager, resource manager, appraiser,
public relator, and ceremonial head (Knezcvich, 1984).

►

Administrative Skills For Technology - Administrative skills required for
orchestrating the integration of technology into the processes of the school
organization (Lumley & Bailey, 1993).

►

Domain - A defined area of similar skills that deal with some aspect of technology
in the school setting (Lumley & Bailey, 1993).

►

Obsolescence - No longer of use due to inability to repair or refurbish, and/or due
to ineffectiveness when compared to something else (Finkel, 1993).

►

Per-pupil expenditure - The average amount of money spent by a school system on

the education of a student (Fullan, 1996).
Reengineering - Industrial tactic whereby all employed positions and job
descriptions are erased in order to start from scratch (Byrne, 1993).
Re-structuring - To review, re-organize and create new underpinnings upon which
the current system is built. Included are codes, laws, administrative organizations,
funding formulas, programs, staffing, time allocation and subject content. In
combination it is the process of reviewing with the intent to change the foundation
and frame upon which the current system operates. It's intent is to remove those
"barriers" which impede the effectiveness of education (Brand, 1993).
Rural/Countv - Pertaining to the country, as distinguished from a city or town.
Skill - A developed proficiency in the execution of some aspect of technology.
Strategic Planning - A dynamic, active process that scans current realities and
opportunities in order to yield useful strategies and tactics for arriving at a better
tomorrow. It involves all stakeholders in defining and supporting the purposes and
missions, and it provides blueprints for results-oriented progress (Kaufman &
Herman, 1991).
Systemic - The critical moss of people that make up the majority of a system and
determine the direction that the system will take (Fullan, 1996).
Technological Knowledge - A wide spectrum of knowledge that includes all aspects
of technology such os its use, purchase, and function (Lumley & Bailey, 1993).
Technology - Any device that provides mechanical assistance (Knaning, 1994).
Transformational Leadership - A leadership style that seeks to reduce differences in
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status between workers and managers, emphasize participative decision-making,
and “consensual” or “facilitative” power manifested through people instead of over
people (Liontos, 1992).
>

Urban - Belonging to or included in a town or city.

Organization of the Study
The Study will be organized into five chapters.
Chapter One includes the introduction, the statement of the problem, the purpose of
the study, the limitations and delimitations, the assumptions of the study, the definition of
terms, and the organization of the study.
Chapter Two provides the theoretical and research background for the present
study by reviewing the relevant literature related to the technological skills that school
administrators need for maximizing the use of technology in schools. The chapter
includes a general review of school renewal strategies as they pertain to technology at the
building level. A review of breakthrough thinking in the cultural setting of the school
organization for developing technology plans is examined. Literature and research
concerning the importance that technological skills play in leadership, budgeting, staff
development, strategic planning, promotion, use of technology, use of technology for
research, applying technology to instructional design, management, and encouraging
change for technology in the school organization is examined.
Chapter Three describes the methodology and procedures used in the study to
obtain research data. This section includes the population, the sampling method, the

sample, the design, the measurement of variables, the materials and procedures, the pilot
study, and the data analysis.
Chapter Four contains the presentation, analysis, interpretation and discussion of
the findings.
Chapter Five summarizes the findings, presents the general conclusion of the study,
and provides those recommendations that seem appropriate. The appendix includes a
portraituring process made up of charts for technical domains and a recommended matrix
of skills and tasks that can be used by school superintendents/directors to develop inquiry
strategies for hiring high school principals who will have the necessary administrative skills
to maximize the use of technology in the school.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction

A growing body of literature suggests that behind every successful school is a
successful principal (Barth, 1986). School effectiveness research has catapulted the
school principal into the forefront of attention (Brookover & Lezotte, 1977). The
research has recognized that effective schools have effective leaders in management and
instruction. The majority of the studies target the principal as the key leader in bringing
about effectiveness (Blumbcrg & Greenfield, 1986).
Leaders are especially critical to organizations that must adapt and change.
Without a leader who can articulate a new mission, an organization will plow straight
ahead, a creature of habit. Without a leader who can organize and motivate others to
pursue a new strategy, an organization will follow its traditional modes of operation, or
pursue the "behind the scenes" agendas of its members and/or cliques. Without leaders,
organizations will do the same thing tomorrow that they did today (Gerstner, Semerad,
Doyle, & Johnston, 1994).
The need for school leadership in our "Age of Information" will continue to
increase as the rapid changes of technology continue to occur. The need for information
handling capabilities in the United States will increase to include 98% of all 21st century
job requirements in an environment where technological knowledge will double every
three years. The school leader will have to respond to the changes occurring in the
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workplace. The principal must provide leadership that will assure graduates are equipped
with technological skills and the ability to relearn on a daily basis (Lauda, 1994),
Lauda declares that school graduates will have to be "technologically literate" to
assimilate, digest, absorb, and express the huge quantities of information that are emerging
through present technologies. Lauda defines technological literacy as a multidimensional
term that includes the ability to use technology (practical dimension), the ability to
understand the issues raised by the use of technology (civic dimension), and the
appreciation for the significance of technology (cultural dimension).
Education will require school leaders who recognize that technology will play an
increasingly important role in the life of all humans. Young people will need an education
that prepares them for empowerment in a technological society and become contributing
citizens who understand technology so well that they can participate in decision making
about technological matters (Waetjen, 1994).
Peterson (1986) predicts that by the year 2000, school administrative turnover will
run as high as 70%. He goes on to explain that such a prediction suggests that the people
running our schools by the turn of this century will be those selected, socialized, and
trained in the 90’s. The next few years will be critical as people, who will influence
educational performance through the administration of schools, are selected (Mitchell &
Cunningham, 1986).
Gerstner, Semerad, Doyle, and Johnson (1994) explain that school systems must
examine the strategies they utilize to select school leaders and the barriers that exist to find
and promote high-quality leaders. Unfortunately, schools operate in a web of restrictions,
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ranging from the federal government, which puts detailed prescriptions on how schools
may use its money, to the states, whose bureaucracies define the schools’ goals,
curriculum, and textbooks. Local school districts also may have rigid labor union
relationships, inflexible contracts, and local bureaucracies. Supervisors, requisition forms,
and hiring rules can constrain would-be leaders.
Leaders of public schools must be chosen based on demonstrated ability and
performance, not solely on the basis of credentials, education, and resume. Credentials
and education ore important, especially in technologically oriented institutions, but leaders
should be selected because of their skills and abilities with people and process (Gerstner,
et al., 1994).
Who will be these leaders in schools? From where will they come? How can
school districts recruit effective leaders? A review of the available literature and research
will offer some insights into these questions.

Choose Principals Who Can Lead
The principal is the individual with the greatest influence over the success of any
i

school. The primary task of superintendents/directors of schools, or others with an impact
on the selection of school principals, should be to find leaders. These leaders should be
able to communicate; earn the respect of teachers, students, and parents; have energy and
enthusiasm; inspire teams of professionals; understand school problems; and develop
sound strategies to deal with them (Gerstner, et al., 1994).
Gerstner stresses the importance of leadership skills in order to effectively direct
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constantly changing technologies. Constantly improving technology requires insight,
direction and coordination from the school principal.
The school principal as on educational administrator has a complex set of
specialized functions to perform within the school organization. These functions are
crucial to the success of technology in the school setting (Gerstner, et al„ 19940).
Knczevich (1984) lists some of the major administrative roles and the competencies
required to fulfill them into first-order and second-order abstractions. First-order
abstractions include the following roles:
*■

Direction Setter

►

Leader-Catalyst

►

Planner

►

Decision Maker

►

Organizer

►

Change Manager

►

Coordinator

►

Communicator

►

Conflict Manager

*■

Problems Manager

►

Systems Manager

►

Instructional Manager

►

Personnel Manager

►

Resource Manager

►

Appraiser

►

Public Relator

►

Ceremonial Head
Knezevlch (1984) describes administration os an art. What makes it an art is the

ability to put it all together, to form a team with talents to make the roles work.
Administration is a complex undertaking because administrators must work with people,
resources, ideas, value systems, and change.
Lcithwood (1993) stresses the importance of leadership among all the roles that the
school administrator has. The type of leadership the school principal provides is just as
important.
Leith wood argues that control-oriented leadership strategies are not preferred for
creating schools more responsive to the demands of the 21st Century. When the purpose
of change is clouded by the uncertainty of rapid technological change and increasing
knowledge, commitment strategies are mote appropriate for leadership. Leithwood refers
to commitment strategies as transformational leadership. According to Leithwood
transformational leadership will foster commitment to developing, trying out, and refining
new practices until those purposes are accomplished (or until they change).
The idea of transformational leadership was first developed by Bums in 1978 and
later extended by Bass as well os others. Neither Bums nor Bass studied schools but
based their work on political leaders, Army officers, and/or business executives (Liontos,
1992).
This work led to the Type Z organization. Type Z organizations reduce differences
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in status between workers and managers, emphasize participative decision-making, and arc
based on a form of "consensual" or "facilitative" power manifested through people instead
of over people (Liontos, 1992).
Fullan (1994) declares that governments and centralized power structures can not
mandate what matters. Local motivation, skills, ability, and commitment are what matter
most.
Decentralized efforts, as far as the research conducted by Fullan found, do not fare
any better than the centralized efforts for school reform. FulIan’s research found that topdown strategies were as problematic as bottom-up strategics.
Effective revitalization occurs when managers follow a critical path that obtains the
benefits of top-down and bottom-up change efforts (Fullan, 1994).
Change, especially the constant change that technology produces, requires
simultaneous school/district co-development, reflecting both top-down and bottom-up
initiatives. Fullan points out research that reveals two dimensions of revitalization. One
dimension is called the degree of "engagement" (frequent interaction and communication,
mutual coordination and influence, and some shared goals and objectives); the other is
"bureaucratization" (the presence of extensive rules and regulations governing the
relationship).
Fullan summarizes that the picture is one of co-management. Co-management
means coordination and joint planning enhanced through the development of consensus
between staff members at all levels about desired goals for education.
The need for long-lasting change strategies for all aspects of the learning process
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requires administrators to focus their energies on the capacities and motives of those in a
position to offer direct leadership within their organizations as distinct from front line
staff. The professionalization of teaching is a centerpiece for this effort (Leithwood,
1993).
Transformational leadership strives to help others develop their instructional
leadership potentials, creating structures to foster teacher leadership and productive
*

interpersonal relations. This helps develop broadly shared directions in schools toward
which teachers' instructional leadership can be directed. Such leadership is effective in
stimulating change, such as the ongoing change required to keep up with technology
(Leithwood, 1993).
The school principal interested in generating purposeful technology must strive for
teacher commitment to change. Research conducted by Leithwood (1993) on
transformational leadership showed strong direct and indirect effects on teachers' personal
goals. These goals, in turn, had strong direct effects on teachers' context beliefs and
weaker but still significant effects on teachers' capacity beliefs.
Leithwood found that such influence results from the following transformational
leadership behavior;
►

Identifying and articulating a vision

►

Fostering the acceptance of group goals

►

Conveying high performance expectations

►

Providing appropriate models

►

Providing intellectual stimulation
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The transformational leader striving for commitment to change from employees
must develop a strong school following. This requires developed leadership from the
school organization that includes:
►

Clear, explicit goals viewed in the context of the total system.

►

An easy-to-understand framework that ties all change efforts together.

►

An ongoing philosophy of commitment to improvement.

►

Specific check points and milestones along the way.

►

A strong two-way communication system to spread information regarding ongoing
activities, meetings, and accomplishments.
Schools setting out into new directions need transformational leaders

capable of building teams. Schools need leaders who can chart the new course, and can
get the crew to pull together (Gerstner, et al., 1994).
Many school principals have generated interest in change by inspiring those around
them to share their ideas. The school principal must be skillful in organizing leadership
teams and study groups of coworkers. Enthusiasm developed in such settings can create a
ripple effect of excitement. The principal must have the ability to recognize the "power
brokers" of the school. School principals who successfully build teams often give up
considerable power (Gerstner, et al., 1994).
Many schools that present exciting proposals for change in the first round fall by the
side due to the inability to get the group to agree on the final submission. School
principals must build teams where this will not happen (Gerstner, et al., 1994).
Without a competent, caring, communicative, and high energy person in the
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principal's position, the task of school change is very difficult. The ideal principal has the
confidence to delegate substantial amounts of power to teachers, and to demand
accountability from them. He or she is likely to be good at selling ideas and to be willing
to work tirelessly to accomplish major goals. Good principals are likely to be able to
devise a strategy for working with, around, or through any individual or group (Gerstner,
et al., 1994).
Most important is the influence of transformational leadership on vision-building
and of practices fostering commitment to group goals. The importance in the change
cycle is the shared commitment to a common vision. The vision itself may vary to fit the
individual needs of each group (Leithwood, 1993).
O’Reilly (1994) believes that outstanding leaders help create a vision of the future.
They communicate the vision widely and motivate people to break through the barriers.
Collins (1991) points out that it is this idea of transformational leadership that is essential
for developing technology.
Collins (1991) recommends transformational qualities for principal leadership in
developing technology. November, Thornburg, and Megeau (1994) believe school
principals should provide transformational leadership that will focus on how technology
can work in harmony to support the instructional environment. Right now schools are
struggling over who controls the technology labs. The sooner a school-wide technology
configuration is achieved, the sooner teachers can drop their loyalty to department labs
and focus their efforts with the transformational principal.
The previous literature suggests that transformational leadership may be the best
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strategy for school principals to use to generate purposeful technology in a rapidly
changing world inundated with information. The ongoing improvements in technology
require the transformational principal to provide leadership that continually stimulates new
thinking and organizational commitment.

Breakthrough Thinking
Technology, as it improves, continually changes the way things can be
accomplished. The school principal must be able to see new relationships between
education and improving technology. School principals need strategies to break old
paradigms. Ross and Bailey (1994) explain that school administrators must create new
schools for the future by following four plans of action.
First, school administrators must clearly articulate and advocate new technological
literacy. School leaders must become the "first wave" leaders who understand and
advocate this new technological literacy as a learning methodology. Second,
administrators must model the new literacy and electronic learning in their organizational
leadership role. They must display their proficiency by using the emerging technologies to
lead staff members, parents, board members, and the community. Third, the techniques of
the elcctrographic/technological era must be clearly understood and implemented into the
educational strategies of the school. Fourth, schools must recognize that new
technological literacy falls within their capability and purview (Ross & Bailey, 1994).
Bowman (1994) specifies that the technological literacy that the work force will
require in the next century calls for a transition from traditional ways of doing things to
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what he describes as "new realities." Constantly improving technology will repeatedly
create ‘‘new realities.”
The transition to "new realities" will require school administrators to apply
strategies for pro-active planning that will generate purposeful technology. Nadler and
Hibino (1990) suggest “breakthrough thinking” strategies for effective problem solving
that utilizes on-going, proactive planning. The "BreakThrough Thinking" strategy that
Nadler and Hibino profess consists of seven principles.
The first principal requires the school principal to recognize that each problem is
unique, (The Uniqueness Principle) and requires an approach that dwells on its own
contextual needs. What generates purposeful technology in one school may not succeed
in another school.
The second principle requires the school principal to focus on the purpose of the
action that is planned, (The Purposes Principle). Stakeholders in the action must be
identified and be a part of establishing need and purpose. Questioning strategics should be
utilized that expand purposes and can create a purposeful array in which criteria can be
established for identifying what is important in any action. Actions should be selected
after cost effectiveness factors arc considered. Finally, performance measures can be
designated for the selected purpose of whatever action is token. Important to this
principle is the realization that all actions, no matter how ideal, must be formed with the
probability that change is influenced by time, people, policies, and technologies. New
purposes will emerge and inevitably alter the original purpose. This process can assure
that technology will be used in ways that are purposeful and effective (Nadler & Hibino,
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1990).
Nadler and Hibino define the third principle that the school administrator should
follow in striving to generate purposeful technology as the "Solution-After-Next"
principle. This principle suggests working backward from an ideal target solution. This
process should include time lines, alternative "ideal" solutions and forward thinking that
contains provisions for continuing improvement.
The fourth principle, (The Systems Principle) requires the school principal to
recognize that every problem is part of a larger system. The principal must organize ait
components of the school system when formulating technology plans. Developing a
matrix can help organize components to reveal relationships and interdependencies
(Nadler & Hibino, 1990).
The fifth principle is "The Limited Information Collection” principle. This principle
cautions the school administrator to not lose site of ideal solutions because of knowing
too much about a problem (Nadler & Hibino, 1990).
The sixth principle is ‘The People Design" principle that requires all the people who
carry out and use a solution to be part of developing the solution. This will help promote
"buying into" the solution (Nadler & Hibino, 1990).
The seventh and final principle is "The Betterment Time Line" principle. This
principte states that a sequence of purpose-directed solutions is a bridge to improvement
(Nadler & Hibino, 1990).
The old philosophy of, "If it isn't broken, don't fix it," is replaced by "fix it before it
breaks." Broken or not, technology is changing, Nadler and Hibino declare that the
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chance of a system breaking can be virtually eliminated by scheduling the installation of
further changes based on the solution-after-next and the betterment time line principles.
If technology in the school does not appear to need any change, the betterment
time-line principle requires scheduled assessment of existing technology and how it can be
improved. Betterment planning can specifically apply to purposeful technology by
creating a preventive maintenance schedule. This schedule should include every piece of
equipment for regular servicing whether or not it needs it following a cyclical schedule and
oriented specifically to prevent problems. Also, a part of this process should be strategies
that lead to renewed questioning of what the purpose is, what is to be accomplished, what
are alternative solutions, who is involved, etc. (Nadler & Hibino, 1990).
Nadler and Hibino explain that "BreakThrough Thinking is an ongoing process and
the following steps are suggested:
►

Prepare a schedule for change and improvement of a solution when you are
implementing it.

►

Identify the elements of the change you are installing that could be changed later to
move it toward the solution-after-next.

►

Prepare a schedule to expand purposes and develop a new solution-after-next.
Superintendents/directors of schools must look for school principals that are

capable of such “breakthrough thinking." School principals that are equipped with such
ability will best be able to generate on-going change strategies necessary for purposeful
technology in schools.
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Cultural Commitment

Each school is made up of a unique organization. What the organization believes,
(values, goals, methods of adapting to outside forces, history, and style) and what it
perceives as crucial to it's mission are the real-world conditions that the school
administrator must consider when directing technological development of the school
organization (Horton, 1994).
By itself, technology cannot change anything. To succeed with change, an
organization must have different approaches to innovation. Horton (1994) explains that
the organization must have a gtobal rethinking with fundamental organizational and
cultural change that is accepted as an on-going process.
The school principal must be sensitive to the organization's cultural influence on any
efforts to generate purposeful technology. School personnel will react to rapidly changing
technologies based on this cultural influence (Horton, 1994).
Cunningham and Gresso (1993) describe this cultural influence on the work group.
Cunningham and Gresso state that people are made of flesh and soul and not of steel or
wire. People have not been programmed biologically or psychologically for a specific
work performance. Each group must work out its own solutions, depending upon the
resources at hand, the talents, the needs of the organization's clients or customers, and the
state of knowledge available at the time. This is the setting in which employees create a
work culture and ensure that new members are appropriately socialized into that culture.
The school administrator must be able to work within the limitations of the school's
culture. This informal understanding about the way things are done around the
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organization shapes the different ways events are recognized and the reactions these
events receive. In order to successfully generate purposeful technology, the school
administrator must understand how the employees of the organization are going to
recognize and react to such efforts (Cunningham & Gresso, 1993).
Cunningham and Gresso explain that culture pervades people's minds and forms
their models for perceiving, relating and interpreting their management, their work, and
their selves. The professional that lives within a school culture derives importance,
meaning, identity and belongingness from this culture.
The school administrator must understand how the culture produces the
performance of the organization and how it shapes its structure and behavior. Through
this understanding the school administrator can develop the school cutturc in order to
improve the organizational effectiveness. A well developed school culture will be most
receptive of the continuous change that is needed to generate purposeful technology. This
need for continuous change has two sides. One side requires on-going change for
organizational improvement and the other side requires on-going change to keep up with
advancing technology. Discovering how to utilize technology for organizational change
requires skillful leadership (McConnell, 1991).
The administrator must convince the users that change is necessary. This requires
skills in understanding what impact technological changes will have on the users' work
methods and relationships, as well os on communications within the organization.
McConnell says that by deferring to technicians, the school principal can fail to develop
and articulate a vision of how the technology should tie into the way the school does
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business. McConnell further states that the school principal must also communicate what
expectations exist for the users' behavior (McConnell, 1991).
Rather than focus on getting the technology up and running, the administrator
should focus on getting the user up and running. This requires awareness of user needs
and reactions to technology. McConnell suggests the following:
►

Designing work stations to be physically comfortable and considering how people
work and how they relate to their jobs and to one another.

►

Requiring that explanations of all changes in technology be given to employees. By
adhering to this policy, an organization builds trust.

►

Sharing of information and knowledge about technology and encourage employees
to propose new uses and applications. With open communications and shared
decision making, workers will listen to the organization because they know it will
listen to them.
Cunningham and Gresso(I993) advise the use of school based management

strategies. Vertical and horizontal teams should be used for good communications to
build proactive vision and goals in collegial relationships.
According to Cushman (1994) quickly changing technology and increasing amounts
of information require planning and organizational skills from the administrator to create
team strategies supported by technology. Team strategies should involve getting,
understanding, manipulating, and synthesizing information that will lead to good
communications and thoughtful decisions.
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Budgeting
Generating purposeful technology does not just happen. Technology purchases
must be a budget priority for the principal. The principal must understand when and what
technology to purchase (Durost, 1994).
Technology acquisition, maintenance, and training should show up os a consistent
and substantial line-itcm in school budgets. Technology purchases for students' learning
needs should be made when those learning needs arise similar to how textbooks ore
purchased (Cushman, 1994).
Kay (1993) explains, that when technology costs are prohibitive, the school
principal will need to be skilled in cost-analysis. Knowing what technology to purchase
and what is needed to implement it becomes critical. The school principal will need to be
skillful in such techniques as critical path analysis. This refers to a chain of processes that
are critical to success. Only for those processes that are on the critical path should
technology dollars be spent. Before spending any funds, the school principal should be
convinced that the change will produce good results without jeopardizing the over-all
technology program. The school principal will have to answer questions such os:
►

Can the changes be implemented in-house or will outside resources be needed?

►

If consultants are hired, are they highly recommended?

►

Is the recommended technology a proven system or on the cutting edge (Kay,
1993)?
Finkel (1993) points out a necessary element of budgeting is what to do when

technology purchases become obsolete for the original purpose of the purchase.
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Generating purposeful technology requires a plan for replacing and upgrading technology.
A district that does not have an obsolescence plan is not using its resources wisely.
If a plan does not exist, when it is time to upgrade technology or completely replace
it, the school principal may not know what to do. Administrators may tend to hold off on
new technologies to see if the prices will fall. Who should get the new technology may
become a problem (Finkel, 1993).
The school administrator must be skillful in how new technology is to be distributed
and in weighing the benefits of cutting edge technology with high prices against dated
technology with lower costs. The school administrator must not lose sight of students'
teaming needs and also not overspend (Finkel, 1993).
The administration should also pay attention to the shape of the price curve. There
are two buying points for technology. The first choice is shortly after introduction, which
means premium costs, but a full three years of use before they become obsolete. The
other choice is to wait until the price falls and get 18 or fewer months of use (Carroll,
1988).
Finkel (1993) suggests that the development of an obsolescence strategy be an
important component of the overall technology plan. Finkel explains that an obsolescence
plan should include upgrades on an as-needed basis rather than wholesale upgrades. The
school principal should know when upgrading hardware becomes so complex that it is
preferable to get a new computer. Upgrade policies must be worded general enough to
allow responsive upgrading as needed (Finkel, 1993).
A good obsolescence plan not only defines an ongoing new purchase program, but
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also finds ways to use older models. Old computers can be used to teach keyboarding or
serve os telecommunications terminals. The key is to make sure there is adequate
software and teacher training for whatever is done (Finkel, 1993).
A technology plan also should include a good definition of obsolescence. A
computer may be defined obsolete for example when it can no longer be kept in good
repair and there is no longer software available to meet instructional or administrative
needs (Finkel, 1993),
Money should be included for research and development of the technology plan so
that someone is always experimenting with cutting-edge technology and sharing their
findings with a planning committee. A grant process can be created that designates money
each year that people can apply for. The idea is to encourage teachers to try new ideas
and then share their successes with the rest of the staff (Finkel, 1993).
Brown (1994) advises that the technology plan should also include an information
system disaster recovery plan. The San Francisco earthquake in 1990 is an extreme
example of complete computer shut down, but students can corrupt data and plumbing
leaks can flood a computer room. The best way for a school principal to survive a disaster
is to plan for it.
The school administrator must be able to organize and implement such a plan. The
disaster recovery plan should have clearly defined objectives, resources, and
responsibilities to aid in recovery. Administration must provide an overview of the duties
and responsibilities of all user groups. They must identify the school's needs and
determine the necessary time frame for resuming a particular operation (Brown, 1994).
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Consider the critical resources needed to restore operations. These resources may
include documentation, files, a program library, human resources, process power, space
facilities, etc (Brown, 1994).
The administrator must figure out when these resources should be developed to
restore and maintain critical operations during and after an emergency. The plan should
be written out and read by all employees to assure they understand their role (Brown,
1994).
A typical disaster recovery plan should include:
►

Clerical support needed to maintain vital records with off-sitc storage and media
conversion, adequate facilities, personnel, and written procedures.

►

Replacement strategies to replace damaged equipment that takes into account not
all equipment may be readily available.

►

Warehousing of duplicate items.

►

Recovery backup services available to rent or contract.

►

Cooperatives where school systems share empty facilities with needed equipment
(Brown, 1994).

Staff Development
Resistance to technological change is a common phenomena in schools os well as
business. Resistance may come from those not technologically trained, those comfortable
with the way things have atways been done, and to older staff threatened by upstarts
coming in with technological toys (LaPlante, 1993).
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Gamer (1994) argues with industrial employees resisting training that the
alternative may mean unemployment. Gamer declares that the only job security today is
to be the best at what you do, yet still be willing to discard what you know to be
something else,
Mathematic Policy Research of Princeton, N.J. evaluated re-training programs for
displaced workers. The findings revealed that such re-training efforts are ineffective due
to poor quality and short-term training. The recommendation was for long-term re
training of employed workers by employers (David, 1993),
Many individuals who criticize teachers for technological illiteracy do not
understand the amount of time and energy that must be devoted to accounting for students
and delivering instruction, and consequently, how little time is available to do anything
else. Much of what training teachers do get is mostly spent on learning how to use the
machine rather than how to teach with it (Driscoll, 1994).
Hurst (1994) talked to hundreds of teachers and principals about technology and
the training they have received. Teachers reported that their inservice training in
technology had been positive, but too short and infrequent. School personnel believed
they did not have as much knowledge about how to use technology os their
contemporaries in the community, and they expressed a need for on-going, flexible
inscrvice training that can be individualized. They wanted more than traditional 'one-shot'
programs. The most successful programs reported were those that involved teachers and
principals in the planning.
The technology inservice program that Hurst designed for McNairy Central High
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School in Selmer, Tennessee addressed four specific questions:
►

What are the core skills school personnel should be familiar with?

►

How do teachers and administrators best learn these skills?

►

Where does this learning best take place?

►

How will one know if the program is effective?

Determining Core Skills
Hurst determined that teachers should be proficient in three tools: word
processing, databases, and spreadsheets. Other skills included desktop publishing,
electronic communications, and integrated media.

Delivering Training

Hurst believes that ongoing inservice training is probably the single most important
factor in developing a successful technology program.
Hurst suggests the 'extension agent' model for inservice training whereby teachers
are allowed to seek information they need instead of having information pushed at them.
This might include commercial training programs and homemade modules developed by
knowledgeable teachers. Because technology in many coses is task specific, inservices
should reflect that specificity.

A Plnce For Learning
Teachers have many concerns about where they will receive training. Technologyfilled classrooms arc not available for teachers when they have time to use them, or a
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particular technology may not be available at all. Another concern is the lack of
nonthreatening environments.
Hurst created a small room dedicated to continuous technology inservice. He put
all the materials teachers needed, (computers, printers, workbooks, manuals, etc.) as well
as one of every piece of technology available in the school into this room- a sort of
“Noah's ark" for technology.
Nine panelists at the 1989 Electronic Learning Technology Leadership Conference,
recommended the following:
►

Administrators must find ways to instill in teachers the benefits of technology in all
that they do, not just in classroom applications. The emphasis is on developing the
overall teacher's Hfetong skills. The training of teachers must take into account the
changing expectations of the world around them.

►

The teacher needs allotted time to concentrate on learning new skills. Teachers
need release lime where they can go sit in a quiet place with each other to learn,
connect with their colleagues, go to conferences, and experiment.

►

A teacher modeling computer use for students in a methods course appears to be
best. This means practicing teachers must have on-going training, not just one shot
deals. In service must be flexible, responsive, and dynamic with follow-up
activities.

►

Administrators must like and use technology.

►

Incentives to participate in training and recognition that training was completed are
needed. Recognition should come from peers, supervisors, parents, school board,
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and community.
>•

Leaders need to become dependent on technology.

►

Technology budgets need percentages for hardware and software (Blurton, 1989).
Orwig (1994) points out that her research reveals that providing educators with

time and access to computers is essential if administrators are to expect them to integrate
technology effectively into the classroom. Orwig describes seven successful staff
development programs that take an innovative approach to this challenge.
At Lake Park High School Community District 108 in Chicago staff members can
receive a basic computer valued at $1550 when they participate in a 70-hour program. The
program involves low-key workshops after school hours that are designed and taught by
knowledgeable colleagues who also earn a computer by teaching the workshop.
Workshops start with computer basics and evolve into integrating computers into the
curriculum (Orwig, 1994).
At Neptune Middle School in Kissimmee, Florida a disciplinary teacher position
was traded for a Technology Dean position who is responsible for developing
individualized progressive modules for teachers to use with support from a lead
technology team of 10 teachers trained by the Technology Dean (Orwig, 1994).
At Cypress-Fairbanks Independent School District in Houston the Director of
Technology Curricutum and Training Services has a separate budget that teachers can
submit proposals for pilot projects that will test new ideas and keep up with current
technologies (Orwig, 1994).
At Crestview School in Winnipeg, Canada teachers pair up to cover one another's
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classes to free up time for teacher training and exploration in the computer lab (Orwig,
1994).
The state of California sought out vendors that would give summer institutes to
help teachers leam by experiencing what it is like to be students in an information-age
classroom (Orwig, 1994).
Hull Public Schools in Hull, Massachusetts identifies lead teachers to concentrate
funds on, to train and equip, with the idea that they will, in turn, inspire others to follow
their lead (Orwig, 1994).
Finally, at the Lee County School District in Ft. Myers, Florida school personnel
are required to earmark 30% of their technology grant money to staff development.
Instructors are paid stipends to provide and/or receive training. Novice technology-using
teachers arc freed from their teaching responsibilities for 10 days during the year to enable
them to shadow more experienced teachers (Orwig, 1994).
Providing technological training when resources are limited and the technology
environment consists of a mixture of makes, models, and development presents a
tremendous challenge to the school administrator. Business and industry have this similar
challenge. How business and industry deal with these problems can provide suggestions
for the school administrator (Goff, 1994),
Goff explains that Gloxco, Inc. trying to deal with many different pieces of
equipment and hardware packages made the following decisions to move the company to
one Windows-based distributed environment by doing the following things:
►

Chart all existing technology equipment, software, and applications.
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►

Identify operating systems with similar file structures and design features.

►

Implement an on-goi ng training program.

►

Hire new staff with required skills when possible.

►

Chart staff for training, looking for possible cross-training opportunities for staff
training staff.

►

Categorize hardware, software, and applications.

►

Select individuals in each category for initial training.

►

Trained graduates then train others in their category.
The lesson to be learned from Glnxco, Inc. for the school administrator is to know

the staffs technological skills, what technology is used, how it is used and be able to
categorize all this information. The key to technological improvement is to know how to
use existing technology and skills to move into new systems (Goff, 1994).
Administrators may be very aware of the need for technological updating. Solutions are
complicated by the failure to investigate and research relationships between "perceived
needs" of teachers and their "actual needs." Lcske and Persico (1989) warn that
observation reveals those who least need professional development are the ones who most
actively seek it. Failure to examine this issue may result in updating being designed for
and provided to those who least need it (Leske & Persico, 1989).
Administrators must deal with this challenge. The school principal must have
criteria for assessing the technological currency of instructors and the skill to clarify and
validate who meets the criteria and who does not. Administrators must be knowledgeable
and skillful in updating methods, delivery techniques, and dealing with barriers to
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technological updating. These issues laid the foundation for research conducted by Leske
and Persico in Minnesota schools. Their research provides valuable suggestions for areas
of research and evaluation that the school principal should consider for generating
purposeful technology in the school setting. Their research discovered the following:
*•

Formalized staff development with regularly scheduled activities and written
institutional staff development policy were perceived to be inadequate by
administrators and instructors. Instructors felt communication about formal staff
development was poor. Institutional-level budgeted dollars for technological
updating was lacking in all schools surveyed.

►

Instructors consistently ranked staff development opportunities and practices with
lower levels of adequacy than administrators.

►

The preferred methods of technological updating activities by instructors were
workshops, conferences, and seminars by business and industry; work experience
internships; workshops by professional and trade organizations; and industry
observation and visits.

►

The upper limit on time committed to an individual staff development activity by
most instructors appeared to be 40 hours.

►

Instructors rated "not enough time in my schedule" as the most substantial barrier
to becoming or remaining technologically current.

►

Instructors estimated time needed to become or remain current in knowledge of
new technology was 40 hours per year, while time needed to be able to apply
technology in labs or classrooms was about 32 hours.
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►

Instructor-suggested criteria for assessing the technological currency of an
instructor were knowledge, work activity, updating activity, attitude/motivation,
external evaluations, and performance test.
Studies by Wonacott and Hamilton (1983), and Johnson (1993) found through

surveying teachers that the highest rated updating activity was for teachers to work
together with members of industry for seminars and discussions. However, Wonacott and
Hamilton further found that industry-sponsored programs and workshops tend to be more
expensive than programs sponsored by either state agencies or universities. Another
problem was sifting through the bewildering array of workshops that are available. For
school programs where money is in short supply for staff development, it is a challenge to
determine which programs are a bargain and which ones are worthless at any price,
Wonacott and Hamilton identified four factors school administrators should
carefully evaluate to prevent possible barriers from developing:
►

Resources

►

Motivation

►

Policy

►

Access
Adams (1985) identified the most critical barriers to meeting updating needs that

school administrators should evaluate to be funding, professional commitment, teacher
time, and limited professional staff improvement.
Preskill (1985) found major barriers to be evaluated were lack of time, lack of
incentive, lack of local administrative support, cost, timing, and summer employment.
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The school administrator must determine what factors that present barriers to
technological updating can be controlled directly by the organization and what factors are
attributed directly to the unique characteristics of each individual. The school
administrator must realize how much the individual domain and the institutional domain
are enmeshed (Leske & Persico, 1989).
Leskc and Persico site the example where motivation affects the desire of
individuals to pursue training or to request further training, while simultaneously, the
rewards that an institution provides for training and currency affect the motivational level
of individuals. They conclude that attempts to develop updating strategies that ignore the
interrelationship of personnel and organizational factors will be futile.
School administrators attempting to build professional development for technical
skills should evaluate the following recommendations from Leske and Persico:
►

Clear communications of staff development activities with budgetary commitment
that includes incentives related to participation in technological updating activities.
Activities should be regularly scheduled and supported by a formal written policy.

►

Commitment to developing a procedure that assists instructors/administrators in
validating their upgrading needs and not dependent upon subjectivity of judging
technological currency of instructors.

►

The realization that effectiveness of technological updating is directly related to the
proximity of the activity to the worksite.
The importance of evaluation to achieving a quality technology program can not be

over emphasized. Evaluation can range from a suggestion box to format surveys. Logs
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on teachers' use of technology and technology audits can provide very useful information
(Hurst, 1994).

Strategic Planning For Technology
(Decision Making and Planning)
A good technology plan is no more important than how a school plans to prepare
youth for tomorrow. Students must be able to retrieve, manipulate, and analyze huge
amounts of data. Good planning requires good decision-making strategies. The school
principal must provide leadership and direction for this to happen (November, Thornburg,
& Mageau, 1994).
School principals must bring teachers together in order to focus on how all of the
school's technology can work in harmony to support a seamless instructional environment.
Technology should be os common as the classroom blackboard and not cause friction over
who owns what (November, et al., 1994).
Schools being the well-established social institutions that they are, affect everyone's
life. So, it is not surprising that everyone, from the average citizen to high ranking
government officials, want to give advice. There are no single right answers to decisions
concerning education (Joyce, Wolf, & Calhoun, 1993).
Decisions require knowledge based on research and a collective effort by all
stakeholders. The ultimate goal of any decision should be what initiatives will maximize
the positive effects on student learning. As initiatives are implemented the change process
should continue. Initiatives dealing with technology should involve a constantly evolving
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multidimensional process rather than a mechanical, linear sequence of events (Joyce, et al.,
1993).
The school administrator should determine who, when, and how to involve people
in decisions concerning technology. Different groups of skills, influence and knowledge
are likely to be needed for different technology decisions. People’s concerns and interests
are also constantly changing. Nadler and Hibino (1990) developed a detailed outline for
school administrators to use in the decision-making process for breakthrough thinking.
(See appendix _A_)

The Process of Building the Technology Plan
O'Reilly and Brian (1994) report a comprehensive technology plan requires an
administrator to be a visionary, a motivator, a team builder, technologically
knowledgeable, understanding of installation, performance, technical support, facility and
maintenance, and financing. The school principal must have a planning process by which
to pull all the above mentioned components together.
Kaufman and Herman (1991) recommend their decision-making process called
strategic planning plus. Components of this process include a vision and mission
statement, belief statements, preferred future statements, internal-external assessments that
include strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the school organization,
critical success factors, goals, objectives, action plans and, evaluation strategies.
Brandt (1994) discusses that it is good to be strategic. The school principal who
will build a strategic plan, will know what to do and how to do it. The principal will not
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drift or respond to crisis. The process enables careful examination of alternatives and
thoughtfully chosen courses of action.

Promoting Technology
The best school leaders are those who are constantly repeating and rcinvigorating
their vision of success in front of many audiences. The school principal must have a plan
to promote technology through this vision. How the school principal promotes
technology for the school can influence the purchasing of technology (Gcrstner, Semerad,
Doyle, & Johnson, 1994).
One challenge is to build the political consensus necessary to invest monies in
technology. Many believe that technology will save money by making teachers/
administrators more productive. School principals must be skillful in explaining tactfully
to the public that as teachers become facilitators of student exploration, there will be an
increased need for technology, staff development, and teachers. The school principal will
have to build coalitions to fight for the greater investment that will be requited {Driscoll,
1994).
The school principal must communicate to school board members what the
technology needs are and how they will enhance positive student learning experiences in a
manner that will incorporate board members os active technology planners. The school
principal will also have to defend the need to continually change technology os
improvements are made (Lumley, 1992).
Lumley suggests five strategies the school principal should be skillful in utilizing:
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►

The ability to define for board members what their proper role is in technology.

►

The ability to orient board members to emerging technologies.

►

The ability to convey to board members the complexity of technology decisions,

►

The ability to assist board members in preparing a mission statement about
technology.

►

The ability to provide on-going, effective communication with the board members.
Promoting technology to school boards is not the end of the road for school

principals. Technology must also be promoted to the teachers. The on-going
improvements to technology requires continuous change. Technological change like all
other change usually stimulates resistance. The school administrator must be creative and
imaginative in efforts to promote technology among teachers (LaPlante, 1993),
The school administrator must promote technology in ways that motivate those
who will be using it to commit the time and effort that is needed. Recent research
suggests that seven years of administrative support, staff development, and planning time
are required before teachers fully integrate technologies into their repertoires (Hancock
& Betts, 1994).
To promote any vision of smarter schooling by using technology, school
administrators must put technology in the teacher's hands. Ways to do so include:
►

Rent-to-own agreements in cooperation with local business.

►

Professional contract revision to recognize that the ability to do productive work is
not restricted by time or place.

►

Teachers-only electronic tools provided in classrooms, teachers’ lounges, or
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library/media centers.
►

Technology loan programs for teachers' home use.

►

Technological competency requirements in all teacher education qualifications.

►

Telephone lines in every classroom (Hancock & Betts, 1993).

Administmtive Use Of Technology
(Technological Expertise)
School principals ultimately make the decisions of what technology will be in their
schools. The school principal can delegate many of these decisions to others more
knowledgeable if the school principal does not feel capable. However, the school
principal as a leader will be expected to provide direction and leadership for technology.
If nothing else, the school principal should be technologically knowledgeable enough to
take advantage of the ways technology can help reduce the administrative workload and
provide information (Best, 1992).
Best explains that technology is a crucial element of transformational leadership in
helping administrators manipulate and retrieve information necessary for change. Basic
technological knowledge skills are a minimum requirement.
The inability of the school principal to use technology can lead to the inability to
understand what others need who can and do use technology. If the school principal does
not understand how technology works it becomes difficult for the school principal to
understand the requirements that technology has for its successful use. This inability can
jeopardize the success of technology in the school. The simple decision of where to put a
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computer can have negative effects (VanHom, 1994).
VanHom explains that where computers are placed gives a strong nonverbal
message that tells people just how important the computers are. Environmental
psychologists have identified a phenomena often referred to as "environmental numbness."
Teachers and students in schools often feel that the physical environment belongs to the
institution and not to them. Therefore, they accept environments that arc poorly kept,
disorganized, dirty, and uncomfortable. They will not put forth the effort to improve it.
People who think about computers and other technologies seldom give much thought to
where the tools will be located or what effect the nature of the place where they are
located will have on their use (VanHom, 1994).
School principals who want to generate purposeful technology must have basic
knowledge of technology requirements, how it works, and what it can be used for.
Hardware and software requirements must be considered. Facility requirements such as
electric plugs, room temperatures, and static-free environments must be considered as well
as the aesthetics of the facility (VanHom, 1994).

The Use.Of Technology For Research
School principals should be highly skilled in collaborative action research. This
interactive process involves the school principal working together with a researcher to
frame research questions, collecting and analyzing data, and answering the questions cited.
Such collaboration may involve researchers at a local university or a teacher familiar with
statistical research. The important point is the example set by the principal, the direction
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of the research and the expectations that are set (Stevens, 1986).
Educational research has faltered through the years due to the inability of studies on
standardized test scores to stand up to methodological analysis. Part of what ails
educational research is public skepticism. The past two decades have seen a goodly
amount of systemic inquiry, studies, reports, and recommendations - yet the educational
system has, by many measures, worsened, and research has failed to counteract the
decline. Its failure to improve schools causes policy makers and practitioners to be
skeptical. Therefore, less effort is made on research which reinforces further the belief
that research is not improving education -- a wicked cycle (Trotter, 1990).
School principals need to see educational research like a compass pointing toward
improvements, and providing a means of measuring them and keeping on course. School
administrators should support significant, useful, high quality research and put its findings
in the hands of those who can use them (Finn, 1988).
The Annenberg Institute for School Reform is applying pressure to the broad
research agenda of our universities. The effort is to push university research toward
constructive application of the real world of growing up and learning (Gcrstncr, ct al.,
1994).
Vail (1984) argues that working longer and harder will not significantly change our
performance; we must work smarter. This means monitoring work efficiency. The goal is
to be more productive in reaching desired student outcomes without substantially
depleting resources. Instrumental to this effort is developing a monitoring process that
allows the educator to step back and see what is produced and what is depleted.
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The principal must not control, monitor, and direct, but must treat staff as a
responsible community of adults where future collective action can occur (Gordon, 1975),
Gordon describes school progress in terms of a cyclical movement. A school's
cycle of progress includes five stages of possibility and danger:
►

Criticism (Defensiveness)

►

Self-Examination (Discard)

»

Goal Setting (Defeatism)

►

New Efforts (Disintegration)

►

Consolidation (Disenchantment)
The principal, in the first stage (Criticism), must listen and ask for evidence.

Through Self-Examination the principal must assemble those responsible and ask them to
identify the successes and the problems. When goals are set, the principal must assure that
goals are identified that can be achieved by those available to achieve them. As new
efforts occur the principal must facilitate frequent and open monitoring and adjustments.
In the final stage of consolidation, the principal must find ways to celebrate, continuously
monitor, and ask, when appropriate, "What will we tackle next" (Donaldson, 1993)?

Research on Technology for the Principal's Office
The school principal's use of technology for administrative functions has been
researched by (C. A.S.A.), Computer Assisted School Administration. This research was
conducted across seven countries. The research concluded with the following
recommendations for the school administrator to follow when evaluating information
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technology for administrative use:
►

A careful analysis of the school and it's interaction with the environment in which it
resides that results in a characterization of activities and needed information, This
analysis should consider, data, and statements of need provided by the proposed
end users of the system.

►

On the basis of this analysis, an information system framework should be designed
that contains a complete definition of all possible required capabilities that can be
obtained from modem information technology to support the administrative and
decision needs of the school organization. Automation can help improve
organizational effectiveness and efficiency through support of clerical and
management activities,

►

Prerequisites for data entry, adaptation of school procedures, and system
maintenance should be included in planning.

►

Users should be trained intensively, appropriately, and adequately. They should
learn about potential advantages of system use, how the system can be used, and
how best to use the information provided.

►

A project team at the school level should be created to ensure that knowledge about
the system is broadly based within the school and implementation is facilitated by
motivating users.

►

Schools need time to create a positive climate for change to adapt their
organizations to innovations. A gradual "stepping stone" approach is
recommended. After one module (component) is incorporated the school can
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proceed to introducing the next module (Visscher & Spuck, 1991).
Many trends presently exist in computerizing administrative functions. One of the
most popular trends is toward integrated management systems, which combine database
management programs, spreadsheets, word processing, graphics, and communication in a
single versatile program (Ellis, 1985).
This process of computerization has also been researched by the Association of
School Business Officials (A.S.B.O.) in 1987, A.S.B.O. surveyed 4,129 members
regarding the application of automation in their school districts. Results were compiled by
Touchton, (1987,1988) and published in the December 1987 and January 1988 issues of
School Business Affairs. The unduplicated response was 3,047, or a 74% return.
Findings revealed that as districts increase in size, complexity and sophistication of
automation, they tend to add more applications of technology over those applications that
smaller districts implement. Factors that influenced effectiveness of technology were
knowledge of the users, expertise of technology developers, and the capability of the
computer hardware. Technology developed through stages of initiation, expansion,
integration and stabilization (Bozeman, Rauchcr, & Spuck, 1991).
Recommendations from the study suggested user involvement in technology system
design construction. This created "ownership" and responded to information needs of
individual users at the time they confronted day-to-day decisions of their jobs (Bozeman,
et al., 1991).
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Applying Technology To Instructional Design
(Curriculum Integration with Technology)
Swope and Wrisley (1995) declare that today's changing workplace demands that
all students develop a firm foundation of technological skills if they ore to secure, hold and
advance in careers. School administrators must support curriculum that leads all students
to be technologically literate and competent in the basic computer applications of word
processing, spreadsheets, desktop publishing and graphics.
The 1993 A.S.Q.C7Gallup survey revealed that 83% of the employees polled
agreed that technology made it easier for them to do their jobs. Similar studies support
the need for school graduates to be technologically prepared (Johnson, 1993).
Counselors and teachers have long believed that students seen as college material
should take a core curriculum of challenging academic courses in preparation for college
and a professional career. The rest should pursue less academic content and vocational
training for low-skill entiy-Ievcl jobs (O'Neil, 1994).
O'Neil believes schools must drastically change curriculum to make it more
practical and applicable, O'Neil declares that regardless of the path that students take
through school, they are more motivated to learn the content when they see how academic
skills are used in real workplaces.
Such beliefs were captured in federal legislation that has become known as the Carl
Perkins Act. The Perkins legislation is the federal government's major program for
vocational education and requires schools to integrate academic and vocational content to
receive funding under the Carl Perkins Act (O’Neil, 1994).
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Perhaps the largest boost to integrate technology into curriculum has come from
the passage of Goals 2000: Educate America Act. This act provides 105 million dollars
in federal funds for developing curriculum frameworks with technology plans. Five
million dollars are earmarked for state technology planning activities that support systemic
reform and the achievement of high standards (Donovan & Sneider, 1994).
One example of the influence that the Goals 2000 legislation has had on curriculum
integration with technology is found in the math framework established by the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics of Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics. The N.C.T.M. Standards encourage the use of hand-held graphing
calculators and computers, shifting the focus away from pencil-and-papcr symbolic
manipulation toward conceptual understanding, symbol sense, and mathematical modeling
(Donovan & Sneider, 1994).
Donovan and Sneider point out that along with curriculum standards, educational
technology standards will develop os well. Such standards will include standards for using
technology in learning and teaching, educational technology support standards, and
standards for student assessment and evaluation of technology use,
Shutes and Peterson (1994) believe that schools have failed to achieve official
recognition of a written curriculum. Shutes and Peterson further believe that the
curriculum found in America's schools fails to meet the technological needs of society.
Their belief is that schools allow textbooks to drive the curriculum rather than the
community for which the schools are supposed to serve.
Curriculum driven by textbooks, according to Shutes and Peterson, fails to make
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curriculum goals explicit, selects specific content and leaves out the rest, fails to create a
developmental^ appropriate pace, does not consider the way students learn, and is not
conducive to active learning involvement.
Langford (1994) believes that quality learning is what society tells us it is, not what
educators say it is. Consequently, educators must evaluate everything in terms of
satisfying and exceeding society's expectations. Educators must continually ask society
what their expectations arc and never assume what they are.
Much of today's school curriculum lacks the technological preparation that society
expects. What technological preparation does occur, unfortunately, simply automates the
past. One example of this is the extensive use of test questions on a database for various
subjects in grades 6 through 12. Teachers have used modems, networks, communications
software, and high-tech computers just to gain access to a few multiple-choice questions
for their next test (Van Hom, 1994).
Other examples of technology that automates the past are computerized notebooks
that only allow numerical data and not teacher observations. Students using word
processors to write term papers and not utilizing the computer's ability for graphics and
desktop publishing is yet another example of automation of the past. Perhaps the best
example of automating past strategies is the use of computerized writing labs for mundane
things such as drilling students on vowels, spelling, adjectives, and so on (Van Hom,
1994).
Van Hom believes it is time to dump the basic knowledge of the past such os
Roman Numerals, spelling, long division, cursive writing, state capitols, chemical symbols,
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and many more low-cognitive-level, tough-to-teach things. According to Van Horn, the
curriculum for the future includes powerful technologies - computers, video cameras,
computerized instruments and tools, image scanners, video digitizer, layout and
production programs, multimedia authoring tools, and image manipulation.
Van Hom further points out the natural integration of curriculum content areas
through the use of technology such as desktop publishing that involves writing, editing,
design layout, typography, graphic arts, and photography. Such integration requires
careful planning on the part of the school administrator.
Legislation that promotes the policy High Schools That Work for the Southern
Regional Education Board, calls for the integration of academic curriculum with
vocational/technological curriculum to better prepare students for the world of work.
This policy suggests the following methods for integrating technological skills with
academic content:
►

Team teaching, which brings together teachers from the academic and
vocational/technological departments.

►

Project learning, where students do projects that require them to integrate academic
and occupational content (O'Neil, 1994).
The influence technology can have on curriculum is untimited. At Dikerson Middle

School in suburban Atlanta, students create their research term papers on IBM
multimedia-based computers, using IBM's LinkWay Live Multimedia Authoring
Programs. Students think that the end product of the class is their multimedia research
project, but the tme end product is the learning that takes place in creating the project
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(Staff, 1994).
The Dickerson Middle School project allows students to communicate with
students at other schools to create their term papers in cooperative efforts. The National
Education Goats Panel declares that such online telecommunications will promote a
decentralized and democratic learning environment. Classrooms using such technology
will become student centered, collaborative, and interactive (Cohen, 1994).
Cohen believes that curriculum developers should take advantage of three
categories of telecommunications;
►

Knowledge utilities. Information resources and tools teachers and students use to
gather information; libraries, databases-and other people, as widely distributed
inquiries.

►

Virtual communities. People supporting each other and sharing common
experiences; increasingly, taking place through long distance collaborative learning
projects between students or educators.

►

Synthetic environments. Putting people into a shared virtual world, such as online
text-based museum or a mutually created simulation, and allowing students or
teachers to explore and create together.
School principals must realize that teachers can use telecommunications to

communicate with each other, gather information, and reduce professional isolation.
Students using networks not only learn new inquiry and analytical skills in a stimulating
environment, but, also gain awareness of their role as world citizens (Cohen, 1994).
Experts issue a cautionary note, school principals wanting to integrate network
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technologies meaningfully into the curriculum must be aware of the danger of teachers’
using the network within the confines of their discipline. Networking does not
automatically lead to interdisciplinary connections. The school principal must provide the
necessary network training that includes curriculum interdisciplinary development (Cohen,
1994).
To take full advantage of the telecommunications networks, experts say it will
require school planning, teacher training and support, comprehensive curriculum
integration, effective assessment, and significant infrastructure investment. The most
important barriers will not be technical or economic, but psychological, organizational,
political, and cultural (Cohen, 1994).
Friedman (1994) challenges school administrators to ask themselves the following
10 questions concerning effective technology integration with curriculum:
►

When will I start thinking of "technology in education" as an educational issue first
and a technology issue second?

►

When will I focus on strategic ways in which technology effects relationships
among all players -- administrators, teachers, students, and parents?

►

When will our school system moke a commitment to have every teacher engaged in
professional development as an ongoing activity that requires funding that is equal
to the cost of technology itself?

►

When will all my staff and I truly know exactly how much technology we have in
our schools and how it is being used?

►

When will our school system insure that every teacher has a computer in his or her
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home and an allowance to obtain software for review and exploration?
►

When will our school system establish a plan to have communications outlets in
every classroom?

►

When will our school system ensure that every teacher has access to a multimedia
workstation and a projection system whenever needed during class time?

►

When will our school system provide InterNet access for all students and teachers?

►

When will I promote a policy of guaranteeing that there is a computer in the home
of every student from at least the sixth grade through grade twelve?

►

When will I have a computer and modem on my own desk so that I can access
information, exchange e-mail with teachers and parents, and serve as a rote model
for others in my system?
Hoemer (1994) calls for the school administrator to promote overall technology for

fostering continuous quality improvements in technology education by:
►

Developing comprehensive curricula, combining high level academic courses with
technological instruction, using advanced technologies, and encouraging active
student participation.

►

Strengthening state-level capacities to provide technology and curriculum
assistance, professional development programs for teachers, and standards and
performance measures to localities - without stifling local initiative -- through
program improvement grants.

►

Broaden the use of applied academic programs and advanced learning technologies,
such as computer-based, interactive and multimedia learning systems.
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►

Improving the quality of instruction and counseling related to technology education
by emphasizing occupational education and applied learning methods in teacher
preparation courses.

►

Offer incentives to qualified military technology experts to leave the service for
teaching and by encouraging schools to recognize their credentials (Hoemer, 1994).
Friedman (1994) recognizes that the integration of technology into curriculum

requires a cultural revolution. A revolution that calls for technology integration activities
to connect with school restructuring supported with on-going teacher training,
coordinated strategies for using technology, and budgetary commitment. Optimum
utilization of technology will not be achieved until it is a normal element in the daily life of
teachers.
Beasley (1994) encourages school administrators to push technology even when
budgets arc slim. Beasley suggests aggressive seeking of grants and networking with
other schools and business.

Management Skills

The school administrator that presents the necessary leadership to generate
purposeful technology in an ongoing process that stimulates innovation still has to
maintain existing technology to provide a foundation from which to change. Maglitta
(1994) examines management abilities that are most important to successful change.
Maglitta found that the ability to use "Path-finder" projects was important to successful
change. Maglitta believes the school administrator should play the part of a manager in
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these projects. Like conventional pilots, such efforts prototype solutions to specific
problems. The manager/administrator must have the ability to:
►

Build Awareness.

►

Assess readiness.

►

Get people to "jump".

►

Build "safety nets" and "landing pads" at the "bottom of the c liff to catch those
who jump.

►

Devise and implement ways for everyone who "hits the bottom" to climb out,
become confident and successful in doing things in new ways.

►

Manage transition.

►

Set vision.
Also important is the ability for the manager/ administrator to avoid the following:

►

Over reliance on technology to accomplish thevision.

►

Attempting to fit process analysis into an existing information technology solution
whether it fits or not.

►

Complicating the learning curve with highly technical solutions.

►

Underestimating training (Maglitta, 1994).
Maglitta discovered the manager/administrator must be able to balance the roles of

utility manager, research and development director, infrastructure builder, and
technologist. Knowing what tasks in each role and when to play the role is critical to
maintaining technological ability.
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Utility Manager
Task: To manage reliability, capacity, and efficiency.
When to play the role: When information needs and technology are mature.

ResearchjmtLDeyelopmentJirector
Task: To develop/adopt new technologies to meet new or evolving needs.
When to play the role: When information needs and technology are changing,

InfrnstructureJBuilder
Task: To provide flexibility and shortened development times.
When to play the role: When the organization must support emerging information
needs with existing or established technology and aim
for greater flexibility.

Technologist
Task: To automate mature processes.
When to play the role: When the organization needs to apply new technology to
existing needs.
Maglitta further suggests that the manager/administrator plan in terms of broad
thematic ideas rather than projects and initiatives. Finally, the manager/ administrator
must strive to be an informed risk-taker.
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Encouraging Change For Technology
(The Administrator as Change Agent)
Schools across the State of Tennessee are now being involved in mandated
restructuring efforts. The Tennessee State Department of Education has required school
systems to develop school-wide improvement plans by the 1995-96 school year. This
mandate was based on the 1993 Basic Education Plan legislated by the Tennessee
Legislature. Schools are mandated to develop significant changes in scheduling, teaching
strategies, and methods of assessment. School administrators must integrate rapidly
changing technology into these plans keeping schools os cost-effective as possible.
(Tennessee State Board of Education, 1994),
The ability to stimulate "BreakThrough Thinking" strategies among shareholders of
the school organization and culturat commitment to the school organization will be
essential ingredients in this change effort. The school principal will need to be well versed
on change strategies in order to integrate technology into the mandated restructuring
efforts. The school principal who desires purposeful technology os part of the school
restructuring effort must first identify what level of technology the school is maintaining
(Goodlad, 1984).
Blum and Butler (1985) reinforce this contention in their book Managing
Improvement by Profiling. Blum and Butler assert that prior to establishing an agenda for
school improvement, reformers must find out what really needs improving.
The Microsoft Solution Provider Program (1994) applies these directives to
technological restructuring by identifying the following three steps:
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►

The first step to developing a strategy is to identify what technological needs the
organization has.

►

Second, the organization must identify the available technology and communication
systems that will help address the identified needs.

►

Third, the organization designs and implements a technology solution that uses both
available technology, in-house support staff and external experts, including
consultants, trainees, developers, value-added resellers, system integrators, etc.
Niguidula (1994) who has worked for several years with technological issues with

the Coalition of Essential Schools recognizes how complex the task is for utilizing quickly
changing technologies to help bring about organizational change, Niguidula captures this
complexity with the following questions:
►

How quickly should educators move to embrace new technology that often proves
obsolete as soon as people pay for it?

►

How can the school administrator create a synergy between technology and
restructuring, using the one to bolster and inspire the other?

►

As essential schools pick their way through the technological jungle, how can they
keep their sights focused on getting all students to use their minds well?
Technology can greatly help schools break down professional isolation of teachers,

reach and challenge kids at very different levels, assess student progress in rich and
concrete ways and, much more (Cushman, 1994).
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Change Strategies
As administrators strive to reform America's schools they must give meaning to
what teachers do, and to make teaching and learning more predictable. If schools are not
predictable, they cannot be held accountable. If schools are not accountable, requests for
public funds cannot be justified. Accountability and predictability are essential for the
public confidence and trust needed in successful reform/restructuring movements (English
&Hill, 1990).
Directing school reform in the context of rapidly changing technologies in ways that
are accountable and predictable requires skills in developing the culture of the school
organization that is proactive and responsive. English and Hill (1990) suggest two
strategies to accomplish this.
One of these strategies is an emergent developmental strategy that is locally based,
involving the following sequence of phases: awareness, exploring, commitment, training,
adopting, changeover, adapting, institutionalizing, and renewal. This strategy often
involves action research and evaluation, followed by a search of literature, foundation
contacts, and visits to "lighthouse schools."
The other strategy is a top-down centralized strategy that is rational and often
politically initiated. Change is done within compliance and begins with institutionalization,
followed by adaptation to local conditions, changeover, and then teacher training.
The developmental approach to change is more inclusive, involving people in
decisions and commitment to new programs. Self-renewal and professionalization are
facilitated by this approach. The focus is on purpose, goals, and policy rather than on
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design.
The centralized strategy supports promoting standardization needed for
interchange, common resources and accountability (English & Hill, 1990).
English and Hill recommend both strategies, following Stufflebeam's model for
understanding the relationship between the amount of change desired and (he information
required to carry out the change, English and Hill recognize situations where change is
undesirable, change situations where small steps are desirable, and change situations where
large measures are desirable. Each situation requires different amounts of information.
Technology plans that call for status quo situations demand regularly updated
information. Small-step changes involve awareness of a need, followed by some sort of
goal-setting process and one or more options initiated through an action plan. A
formative evaluation plan is typical. A large change or major innovation requires formal
strategies o f design, validation, dissemination and implementation. This demands a great
deal of information from study groups, pilot testing, inservice training and supervisory
work (English & Hill, 1990).
Hall (1993) described the change process os behavior and learning in terms of three
levels of cultural norms: the formal; the informal; and the technical.
Formal systems of learning and behavior arc very stable and satisfy very
fundamental needs in persons and organizations. Informal systems are acquired by
imitation and modeling and function holistically and subconsciously. Technological
systems operate at the most conscious and rational level of action and involves the least
emotion. Hall contends that changes that arc formal or informal create anxiety and
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resistance due to misunderstanding because the actual problem is not consciously
perceived or understood. The administrator must bring team members up to the technical
level of understanding where change can be dealt with consciously. The more the change
can be perceived as a technical change, (one that improves personal control, use of time,
or makes work easier) it will be more immediately and widely accepted with smaller
amounts of information.
Stufflebeam (1971) would suggest to the administrator that the larger the
technological change considered, the more information that must be provided. Hall adds
that more developmental process is required to translate the perceptions of such an
innovation to the technical level. From this vantage point, technology both facilitates and
creates more need to change (Stufflebeam, 1971).
Hill and English explain that any change is fundamentally a change in people. At
the base of leadership and change are the sense of personal control and the level of
motivation of each individual in the school. Personal control is the capability of
individuals to make decisions. Motivation refers to the commitment level of the individual
to follow a decision.
Principals attempting to implement new technologies must approach each member
of the school as a person with power and need for control. The principal must realize that
each individual has an agenda for every activity. Personal agendas tend to be multi
leveled. No one has just one reason for doing something and some agendas are
subconscious. The principal will have a better chance to lead if he or she knows each
person in the organization professionally, and approaches problems of change with a
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sensible understanding of what is important to each person (Hill & English, 1990).
Self-interest is a driving force for people to act. Individuals expect rewards for
achievement. People act due to risk of failure or loss, wanting to work more effectively,
fulfillment, inspiration, personal support, and/or achievement. These are all ingredients of
success that should be built into any change effort (Hill & English, 1990).
Hill and English (1990) state that principals should view the following factors as
critical in assessing the role of individuals in any change process;
►

Principals must support each individual in his/her need for some control and
authority in the school. Treating people impersonally can undermine the school
climate for constructive change.

►

Principals must try to understand the agenda of each person in the school in order
to effectively share information and plans.

►

Individuals are motivated by the opportunity for success or recognition.
The principal can improve the possibilities of program success by enhancing

personal opportunities for successful involvement, diminishing the levels of fear, and
recognizing and rewarding people for their efforts (Hill & English, 1990).
Restructuring schools means different things to different people. Integrating
technology into restructuring necessitates ongoing change. Hill and English (1990)
recommend that school restructuring be a change process that begins with vision making.
To help with this process, a developmental staging chart should be used that describes the
future school in one column, the school os it exits in another column, and an interim stage
in an in-between column. The chart provides direction for needs assessment, dialog and
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planning as change is strategically carried out. Such a chart will create awareness, provide
concrete factors, illustrate the size of the change and provide an additional impetus to the
ongoing change process (Hill & English, 1990).

Systemic Change
Critical to any change strategy is consideration for systemic impact. As the school
principal seeks to utilize purposeful technology in the change process there must be an
investigation into how the system will be effected. O'Neil (1993) contends that in order to
restructure today’s school the principal needs systemic thinking, that recognizes how
organizational elements dynamically interact. Systems thinking builds the capacity of
schools to renew themselves by enabling the school to deal with change on a continuous
basis.
English and Hill (1990) recognize the following points for significant systemic
change in schools:
►

Clear school goals developed in a long-range plan and systemic communication
between the school and the community.

►

Realization that full implementation of any new program can take a minimum of
three to five years where everyone is accountable and teacher-learning behavior has
observable changes.

►

The principal's role must be that of change agent-informing, motivating, and
leading.
The systemic view point recognizes that not only does technology facilitate change
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but causes change as technology itself changes. When implementing new technology,
Argila, (1994) suggests a twelve-step guide.
*

1.

Decide why you are making the move
put it in writing and no more than one page

2.

Accept that the technology is here to stay
a. have staff develop pros and cons
b. develop support teams with con members spread out amongst pro members

3.

Take stock of your assets
what skills will the new technology require, which ones arc available in the
organization, which ones can the staff acquire through training and which ones
will have to be brought in from the outside

4.

Do not develop a full-scale pilot project
plan according to how much the organization is willing to risk

5.

Establish meaningful metrics
measure progress, quality and efficiency on a regular basis

6.

Expect resistance to change
anticipate creative avoidance with training and prayer

7.

Focus on the project alone
do not introduce other technologies at the same time

8.

Solicit advice from experienced veterans
network with those who have walked the path (vendors, Internet users,
contractors, etc.)
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9.

Create your information model with care
know how you want to organize the information your technology is going to
utilize

10.

Specify a time frame and stick to it
reduce the scope of the project if need be

11.

Promote the new culture you have built
as use is developed, create a library and recognize authors

12.

Conduct a postmortem
what went right? wrong? what should be done differently next time (Argila,
1994)?

Reengineering
The sequel to school restructuring in business and industry is "Reengineering." A
brief examination of reengineering strategies will reveal more skills useful in change
strategies that ore especially useful in planning for changing technologies.
Reengineering, sometimes called process redesign, is a break from traditional
systems of administration/management where the organizational chart is a formal diagram
that shows how work is divided up and who reports to whom (Austin, 1993).
Austin believes that the hottest new idea to sweep American business since T.Q.M.
is reengineering. Austin explains that reengineering is the much ballyhooed name for
stem-to-stem redesign of the way a company works, from its organizational structure to
its corporate culture. We are not talking about merely tinkering with the way an
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organization operates; Reengineering requires dreaming up totally new ways to work.
Stewart (1993) says that the chief tool of reengineering is a clean sheet of paper.
Most change efforts start with what exists and fix it up. Reengineers start from the future
and work backward, as if unconstrained by existing methods, people, or departments.
Stewart explains the underlying process of reengineering may provide the school
administrator with a crucial starting point for purposeful technology. The key question
the administrator could ask, if one could start from scratch, is what would be done for
purposeful technology? The result would be to throw away everything else. This may
require the administrator to re-write job descriptions, invent new recognition and reward
systems, retrain, make extensive changes in financial reporting, writing proposals, and
curriculum development.
Hammer (1993) explains that to succeed at any attempt to reengineer, there must be
a leader who is a visionary, a motivator, a legbrcaker and a planner.

Summary
The knowledge and skill base of a profession should provide a platform for
practice. It also must address core professional responsibilities so that persons qualifying
for practice can fulfill the essential tasks of the profession in various contexts (Thomson,
1993).
The educational administration profession has had difficulty in developing a
knowledge base that meets these specifications. The particular problem is the gap that
exists between applied research in techniques for solving particular problems and the
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problems administrators face in practice (Thomson, 1993).
School principals must continually initiate action and respond to problems. These
initiatives and responses are often complex and require technological skill and content
knowledge (Thomson, 1993).
The knowledge and skills pertaining to generating purposeful technology in schools
that this literature review has discovered can be categorized following the domains
established in Principals For Our Changing Schools- The Knowledge And Skill Base that
were created under the direction of The National Policy Board. Twenty-one domains
were identified. Eleven were skill oriented and 10 were content focused. The domains are
not distinct and should be viewed as overlapping. The identified domains Principals For
Our Changing Schools- The Knowledge and Skill Base are:
I.

Leadership

2.

Information Collection

3.

Problem Analysis

4.

Judgement

5.

Organizational Oversight

6.

Implementation

7.

Delegation

8.

Instruction and The Learning Environment

9.

Curriculum Design

10.

Student Guidance and Development

11.

Staff Development
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12.

Measurement and Evaluation

13.

Resource Allocation

14.

Motivation

15.

Interpersonal Sensitivity

16.

Oral and Nonverbal Expression

17.

Written Expression

18.

Philosophical and Cultural Values

19.

Legal and Regulatory Applications

20.

Policy and Political Influences

21.

Public Relations (Thompson, 1993)
These domains will be utilized to categorize the skills and knowledge revealed in

the literature review for generating purposeful technology in schools. In order to make
these domains more manageable, they will be combined where possible. Figure 2-1 shows
the relationships that will be used to combine the 21 domains into 10 general domains. The
resulting domains are:
►

Leadership

►

Budgeting

►

Staff Development

►

Promotion

►

Use of Technology

►

Use of Technology for Research

►

Applying Technology to Instructional Design
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►

Management

*

Encouraging Change for Technology

►

Research and Evaluation
These 10 domains will be charted on a purposeful array to establish categories for

each domain. These categories can be viewed in Figure 2-2.
Each category will be used by a panel of technology experts to develop specific
skills and knowledge a high school principal needs to generate purposeful technology in
the school. The identified skills and knowledge w ill, in turn, be used to develop the
questions for the survey instrument that will be used to question superintendents/directors
of schools in order to research hiring procedures for high school principals, perceptions of
the abilities current high school principals possess, and the desirability for technological
skills in high school principals.
Specific skills and knowledge will be identified by the panel of technological experts
by charting the categories in a matrix for each identified domain. (See appendix JL )
Questions for the survey instrument to be used for this study will be developed from these
charts. Specific details for this procedure can be found in the next chapter.
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Technological Domains

National Policy Board Domains

Leadership
Motivation
Interpersonal Sensitivity

Leadership

Delegation
Oral and Nonverbal Expression
Written Expression
■Resource Allocation

Budgeting
Staff Development

Staff Development

Information Collection
Strategic Planning

Problem Analysis
Judgment
Organizational Oversight
Implementation

Promotion

Policy and Political Influence
Public Relations

Figure 2-1.

The National Policy Board’s Administrative Domains
Categorized by Technological Domains (continued)
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TechnologicalDomains

National Policy Board Domains
Legal Application

Using Technology
Regulatory Application
Evaluation
Research
On-going Research
Applying Technology To
Instructional Design

Instruction
Learning Environment
Curriculum Design
Student Guidance/Development

Management

No Identified Area

Philosophical Values
Encouraging Change
Cultural Values
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Technological
Domains

Categorieslor
Skills

Demonstrates Transformational
Attributes for Technological Leadership
Leadership-

Able to Demonstrate and Model
Technological Literacy
Able to Provide Technology Expertise

B udgeting

Knowledge of How to Build a
Technology Budget

Stalf Development

Able to Identify Staff Development
Opportunities for Learning
Technologies

Ability to Identify Staff
Development Activities for
Learning Technologies

Able to Select a Decision Making Process
Strategic Planning for
Technology________

Able to Make Policy and Decisions
Involving Technology
Ability to Develop Strategic Plans for
Technology

Figure 2-2.

Purposeful Array of Technological Domains Expanded
into Categories for Specific Skills (continued)
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Categories for
Skills

Technological
-Domains

Promotional Strategies for Using
Technology
Promote Communications
Concerning Technologies

Promotion

Regulations for Persuasive Use
Incentives for Using Technologies
Demonstrates Knowledge for
Appropriate Application of
Technology to Administrative
Function

Use of Technology

Application to Other School Function
Able to Select Appropriate Software
Able to Select Appropriate Hardware
Demonstrates Ability to Evaluate
the Effectiveness of Technology
Research

Able to Conduct On-going Research

Applying Technology to
Instructional Design

Determines Applications of
Technology in the Learning Process
Demonstrates a Knowledge for the
Use o f Technology in Instructional
Design

(continued)
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Technological
Domains

Categories for
Skills

Knowledge of Management Technology
Able to Use Management Technology
Management

Able to Manage Existing Technologies
Knowledge of How to Build Disaster
Recovery Plans
Knowledge of Managing Technical Help
Able to Manage Technological Changes
Demonstrates Creative/Generative
Thinking for Technology

Encourage Change

Able to Control Cultural Response to
Technological Change

Abilities to Format and Develop
Process for Technological Changes

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

Introduction
School systems in the United States face a tremendous challenge to prepare youth
for a global community that is undergoing rapidly changing technology and growing
amounts of information. High school principals are in positions to administrate the
development of proactive strategies that will generate purposeful technology for student
learning.
School superintendents and directors of schools must recognize the need for high
school principals to possess technological skills. The literature review revealed the
following domains of technological knowledge to consider: leadership, budgeting, staff
development, strategic planning, promoting, using technology, research, applying
technology to instructional strategy, management, and encouraging change.

Overview
The methodology that was used for this study is included in this chapter. It
includes the research design, instrument development, pilot study, reliability and validity,
identification of participants in the study, assessments for the instrument, data analysis
techniques, statistical techniques and analysis.
The techniques of descriptive statistical research were used throughout the
development of the instrument and collection of data to answer questions or test
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hypotheses concerning the study.
The purpose of the study was to determine if superintendents/directors of schools
across the state of Tennessee had hiring procedures for high school principals that inquired
about technological skills. The study revealed what perceptions superintendents/directors
of schools had for how desirable it was for high school principals to possess technological
skills and at what level of technological ability superintendents/directors of schools
perceived current high school principals to possess. The study further revealed significant
differences between superintendents/directors of schools in their hiring procedures and
perceptions.
An instrument that would accurately measure the hiring procedures and perceptions
concerning technological skills was not found. Such an instrument would itself have to be
updated regularly to reflect the rapid changes taking place in technology. An instrument
was constructed and piloted to collect the appropriate data. A copy of this instrument is
included in Appendix D. The survey instrument was used to collect the necessary data to
test the hypotheses stated. Superintendents and directors of schools across the state of
Tennessee completed the survey instrument. Through the collection and analysis of data,
the study revealed hiring procedures and perceptions of superintendents/directors of
schools in the state of Tennessee.
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Criterin for Instrument Development
The following section describes the development of the pilot instrument. Included
are criteria used in conducting the pilot study and the administration of the pilot
instrument.
The pilot instrument was constructed with test items that corresponded with the
following domains of technological knowledge: leadership, budgeting, staff development,
strategic planning, promoting, using technology, research, applying technology to
instructional design, management, and encouraging change for technology. Test items
were developed by a panel of technology experts.
The panel of technology experts represented parents, educators, business
employers/employees, and community. The technology experts were selected from local,
state, and national geographic locations. The technology experts were selected using the
following criteria: (1) Educational experience and knowledge; and (2) Expertise with the
use of technology for educational purposes. Candidates for the panel were suggested by
the Tennessee State Department of Vocational-Technical Education and the chairperson
of the doctoral committee. Candidates for the panel were contacted by mail. (See
appendix .£_)
The panel's major responsibility was to review and develop charts for each domain
of technological knowledge that was identified in the literature review. A chart was
developed for each domain with corresponding skills. (See appendix JL )
The charts were reviewed by the panel of technology experts over the span of 10
days. All suggestions that were made by the panel were added to the charts. These charts
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were then used to create categories with specific skills to generate the questions for the
survey instrument. The questions developed from the charts were reviewed by the panel
of technology experts.
The technology experts used a provided form to check the content validity of the
questions to be used for gathering the data for this study, (See appendix _C_) Any items
that appeared vague or irrelevant were either restated or eliminated until all panelists
stopped responding with concerns and/or suggestions. The doctoral committee provided
the final approval for the survey questions. (See appendix J2_)
The following criteria were used to serve os a guide in the development of the items
for the survey instrument and the administration of that instrument:
►

Items were constructed that addressed the technological skills high school
principals should possess that are important to generating purposeful technology in
schools as detailed in the literature review.

►

Items were constructed with clarity and meant the same thing to all respondents.

►

Items were short and not necessarily detailed.

►

Negative items were avoided.

►

Items were not "double-barreled" requiring the subject to respond to more than one
idea.

►

Technological terms were avoided.

►

Biased and leading questions were eliminated.

►

A sufficient collection of items were included to allow adequate collection of data
to evaluate the research questions and hypotheses.
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►

Subjects used in the pilot study were different from those that were selected for use
in the actual study.
Once the questions were determined and approved by the panel of technology

experts the instrument was administered in written form, on an individual basis, to a group
of 15 Assistant Superintendents or other Central Office personnel that had experience in
hiring high school principals. This group was recommended by the panel of technology
experts for the purpose of piloting the survey instrument. All pilot participants resided in
the state of Tennessee. Pilot participants were contacted by mail. (See appcndix_E)
The pilot test was administered once and then re-administered three weeks later to
each individual to establish test-retest reliability of the survey instrument. SPSS was used
to check the correlation between the two test administrations. Any item with a weak
correlation was eliminated. Items selected had at least a Pearson correlation of (r = .7).

Pilot Study
A 20- item questionnaire was developed. The pilot instrument contained 10 items
concerning demographic information and 10 items devoted to the research questions and
hypotheses for this study. The response procedure varied with questions requiring the
respondent to mark an appropriate range on a Likert scale and simple yes-no responses.
The demographic section provided information concerning the pilot study subjects that
was pertinent to the research.
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Demographic, Items
The survey instrument consisted of 10 demographic items. Each item contained
multiple choices designated by a letter of the alphabet.
The first demographic item requested the gender of the respondent. The
respondent had two categories from which to choose. Those categories were male and
female. The second demographic item requested the age of the respondent. This
demographic item had five categories from which the respondent could select. Those
categories were: 20-29,30-39,40-49,50-59, and more than 59. The third demographic
item requested the race of the respondent. This demographic item had six categories from
which the respondent could select. Those categories were: white, African American,
Hispanic, Asian, American Indian, and other. The fourth demographic item requested the
method in which the respondent was selected as superintendent/director of schools. This
demographic item had two categories from which the respondent could select. Those
items were: appointed and elected. The fifth demographic item requested the
respondent's length of service in the current position. This demographic item had seven
categories from which the respondent could select. Those categories were: less than 1
yr., 1 to 5 yrs., 6 to 10 yrs., 11 to 15 yrs., 16 to 20 yrs., 21 to 25 yrs., and more than 25
yrs. The sixth demographic item requested the highest degree of education that the
respondent had achieved. This demographic item had seven categories from which the
respondent could select. Those categories were: high school, associate, Bachelors,
Masters, Ed.S., Ed.D., and Ph.D. The seventh demographic item requested the school
system designation where the respondent was employed. This demographic item had three
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categories from which the respondent could select. Those categories were: city, county,
and special district. The eighth demographic item requested the grand division of the
school system where the respondent was employed. This demographic item had three
categories from which the respondent could select. Those categories were: east, middle,
and west. The ninth demographic item requested the level of per pupil expenditure of the
school system where the respondent was employed. This demographic item had three
categories from which the respondent could select. Those categories were: Less than
$2,000, $2,000 to $4,000, and more than $4,000. The tenth demographic item requested
the hiring experience for high school principals that the respondent had. This
demographic item had two categories from which the respondent could select. Those two
categories were: yes and no.

Survey Statement Responses
The survey was made up of 10 survey items. Each item represented a domain of
technological skills. The 10 survey items had three categories that required a response.
The first category required the respondent to indicate what technological skills were
inquired about when hiring a high school principal. The respondent selected a yes or no
response. The response alternatives were scored on a 1-2 scale, with 1 representing that
the technological skills identified by the survey item were inquired about during hiring
procedures for a high school principal and 2 representing the alternative that the
technological skills identified by the survey item were not inquired about during hiring
procedures for a high school principal.
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The second category required the respondent to select from a Likert 1-4 response
scale. The response indicated how the respondent perceived the desirability for a high
school principal to possess the technological skills that each of the 10 survey items
described. The respondent chose from a range of: skill is not desired at all, little
desirability for this skill, skill is somewhat desirable, and this skill is very desirable. The
response alternatives were scored on a 1-4 scale, with 1 representing the alternative that
was least desirable for the technological skills identified by the survey item and 4
representing the alternative most desirable for the technological skills identified by the
survey item.
Category two also provided a selection for each survey item that the respondent
could choose to indicate that the respondent did not have enough knowledge to determine
the desirability of the technological skills identified by each survey item. The response
alternatives were scored on a 1-2 scale, with 1 representing a yes response that the
superintendent/director of schools had enough knowledge to determine the desirability of
a high school principal to possess the specific technological skills and a 2 (NA) response
indicating the superintendent/director of schools did not have enough knowledge to
determine the desirability.
The third category required the respondent to select from a Likert 1-4 response
scale. The response indicated how the respondent perceived the level of ability that
current high school principals possess the technological skills identified by the survey
items. The respondents chose from a range of: no knowledge and experience, very little
knowledge and experience, some knowledge and experience, and much knowledge and
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experience. The response alternatives were scored on a 1-4 scale, with 1 representing the
alternative that designated no knowledge and experience, and 4 representing the
alternative that designated much knowledge and experience.

Pilot Test
The pilot test was administered to 15 Assistant Superintendents and other Central
Office personnel experienced in hiring high school principals. The purposes for
administering the pilot test were as follows:
►

To obtain sample data for use in deciding the effectiveness of the instrument.

►

To evaluate the reliability, clarity, and ease of use of the instrument.

»

To identify those items that were leading, biased, misunderstood, and/or too
technical.

►

To obtain pilot data for testing the instrument for reliability and validity.

Validity Of The Pilot Test
For the purposes of this study, the investigation of the instrument involved content
validity and face validity. Borg and Gall (1989) defined content validity as: "The degree
to which the sample of test items represents the content that the test is designed to
measure." (Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 267)
The content validity of the pilot test was carefully evaluated by technology experts
who developed the domains of technological knowledge that were identified in the
literature review. The domains were used by the panel of technology experts to assure
that the test pilot items represented the total spectrum of technological knowledge, and
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possessed content validity. Each test pilot item was examined to accomplish this task.
Through this analysis, the technology experts made recommendations regarding the items'
worthiness and ability to contribute to the appropriate gathering of data.
Borg and Gall (1989) defined face validity as: “Face validity is concerned with the
degree to which a test appears to measure what it purports to measure... face validity can
only supplement information about... content validity of a te st...” (pp. 256-257)
The face validity of the study consisted of the following procedures:
►

An evaluation of the instrument's face validity was conducted through interviews
with members of the pilot group.

►

Comments from the interviews were analyzed by the technology experts.
The items were reassessed by the panel of technology experts to decide which

combination of items would provide the most appropriate instrument. When the
instrument was reworked, it was then reviewed again by the technology experts for final
approval. The doctoral committee then provided a final review and determined that the
instrument was ready for mailing to the identified population.

Pilot Test Reliability
A test must be reliable to be useful. A reliable measuring instrument must yield:
"Similar results when different people administer it and when alternate forms are used.
When conditions for making the measurement change, the results of the test should not."
(Norusis, 1990 p. 179)
The form of reliability that was used for this study was test-retest reliability. This
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procedure required a coefficient of stability to be calculated. Pearson’s (r) was used. Only
questions maintaining a correlation of .7 or higher were included in the final form.
The pilot instrument was administered to the pilot group. After a three-week delay,
the instrument was administered again. This time frame was long enough to prevent any
carry over effects of the first administration to the second administration of the test. Yet,
the delay was not too long so that training or other experiences could have significant
impact on how respondents answered the instrument items.
The coefficient of stability was computed. The data were reviewed by the panel of
technology experts and the doctoral committee. Items were restructured or eliminated
according to the technological experts with final approval coming from the doctoral
committee.

Identifying Participants In The Study
The population identified for this study consisted of 126 superintendents or
directors of schools in Tennessee. According to the 1995 state directory of
Superintendents and Directors of Schools there were 139 superintendents or directors of
schools. Twelve superintendents or directors of schools did not have high schools in their
districts and therefore were not used. One superintendent was not used because this
person was also the high school principal for the school district.
All the remaining 126 superintendents or directors of schools were asked to
respond to the instrument items. Certain demographic data about the school districts were
collected: city or county school system designation; region of the state; and the per pupil
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expenditure level of the school district. Other persona! demographic data that were
collected included: gender, age, race, method of selection, length of service in the current
position, highest educational degree obtained, and hiring experience for high school
principals.

Data.Collection.Procedures
The questionnaire, along with a cover letter and a self-addressed, stamped
envelope, requesting a reply by Novemeber 30,1995 was mailed to the superintendents/
directors of schools throughout Tennessee. (See appendix _£)

Return envelopes

contained on identification number on the mailing labels. The identification number helped
monitor the returns so those who did not respond on the first mailing could receive
follow-up procedures.
A second letter, with a second instrument, was mailed to those who did not respond
by the pre-determined date. The second letter stressed the importance of the study and the
need for the respondent's participation. (See appendix F )
There were 102 questionnaires completed and returned for this study. The received
data were compiled and anatyzed by SPSS. The results of the analysis can be found in
Chapter 4.

Statistical Test And Analysis
Data from the study were analyzed using descriptive statistical procedures.
Summary measures were made on demographic information and other survey items.
Summary measures included frequency of responses, and percentages. The Chi-Square
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test was used to examine differences in what technological skills superintendents/directors
of schools inquired about during hiring procedures for high school principals. The
Kruskal-Wallis H test, and the Mann-Whitney Ji test examined differences in the
perceptions held by superintendents/directors of schools for the desirability of
technological skills that high school principals should have and for the level of
technological skills that current high school principals were perceived to possess. The
tests determined what differences existed between appointed and elected superintendents/
directors of schools, superintendents/directors of schools with different degrees of
education, and superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with
different levels of per pupil expenditure. The tests were chosen because the variables were
non-parametric.

Research Questions
Research Question #1
Do superintendents/directors of schools inquire about the technological skills
identified by the survey items in hiring procedures for high school principals?
Research Question #2
Do superintendents/directors of schools desire high school principals to possess the
technological skills identified by the survey items?
Research Question #3
Do superintendents/directors of schools perceive current high school principals to
possess the technological skills identified by the survey items?
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Hypotheses
Hypothesis #1 fFfit
There will be no significant differences between appointed and elected
superintendents/directors of schools in what technological skills identified by the survey
items are inquired about during hiring procedures for high school principals.

Hypothesis #2 fH 2)
There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools who have achieved different degrees of education in what technological skills
identified by the survey items are inquired about during hiring procedures for high school
principals.
Hypothesis #3 (H3t

There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools who are employed at school systems with different levels of per pupil expenditure
in what technological skills identified by the survey items are inquired about during hiring
procedures for high school principals.
Hypothesis #4 (Hfi
There will be no significant differences between appointed and elected
superintendents/directors of schools in how they perceive the desirability of high school
principals to possess the technological skills identified by the survey items.
Hypothesis #5 fHs't
There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools who have different degrees of education in how they perceive the desirability of
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high school principals to possess the technological skills identified by the survey items.
Hypothesis #6 (Hst
There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools employed at school systems with different levels of per pupil expenditure in how
they perceive the desirability of high school principals to possess the technological skills
identified by (he survey items.
H yp oth esis # 7 (H 7I

There will be no significant differences between appointed and elected
superintendents/directors of schools in how they perceive the level of ability that current
high school principals possess for the technological skills identified by the survey items.
Hypothesis #8 (Hsl
There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools who have different degrees of education in how they perceive the level of ability
that current high school principals possess for the technological skills identified by the
survey items.
Hypothesis #9 fH<rt
There will be no significant differences between superintendents/directors of
schools employed at school systems with different levels of per pupil expenditures in how
they perceive the level of ability that current high school principals possess for the
technological skills identified by the survey items.

CHAPTER4
FINDINGS

Introduction
The research questions and hypotheses presented in Chapter 1 are addressed in
Chapter 4, which includes the results and findings obtained from the data gathered in this
study. The purpose of this study was to determine if Tennessee superintendents/directors
of schools had hiring procedures for high school principals that included questions to
determine the technological abilities of the candidates. The study further determined what
perceptions superintendents/directors of schools had concerning the levels of desirability
for high school principals to possess technological skills and what perceptions
superintendents/directors of schools had concerning the levels of technological ability that
current high school principals possess. The study determined if any significant differences
existed in hiring procedures and perceptions between elected and appointed
superintendents/directors of schools, superintendents/directors of schools with different
educational degrees, and superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems
with different levels of per pupil expenditure. One hundred thirty-nine superintendents/
directors of schools were employed during the 1995-96 school year. There were 12
school systems that did not have high schools. One school system had the same person
for the high school principal and the superintendent/director of schools. The remaining
126 school systems had surveys mailed to the superintendent/director of schools. One
hundred-two (80%) usable surveys were returned.
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Demographic Data
Demographic data were collected from the respondents’ profile information which
was requested on the survey instrument. (See Appendix XL) Demographic data were
reported by the superintendents/directors of schools for the following categories: gender,
age, race, method of selection, lengths of service in their current position, level of their
highest educational degree, school system’s designation, school system’s grand state
division, school system’s level of per pupil expenditure, and experience in hiring high
school principals. Specific details about the responses made to the demographic items ore
in Table 1.
Responses indicated that 89(87%) superintendents/directors of schools were male.
The remaining 13(13%) superintendents/directors of schools responded they were female.
Eighty-nine (87%) superintendents/directors of schools were in the 40 to 59 age range,
Two(2%) superintendents/directors of schools were younger than 40 and 11(11%) were
older than 59. Almost all superintendents/directors of schools (98%) identified they were
white. The remaining two superintendents/directors of schools indicated that one was
black and one was other.
Responses indicated that 48(47%) superintendents/directors of schools were
appointed. The remaining 54(53%) were elected.
There were 11(11%) superintendents/directors of schools who were in their
current positions less than one year. Forty-three (42%) superintendents/directors of
schools were in their current positions one to five years. Another 25(24%) responded that
they were in their current positions 6 to 10 years and 23(23%) were in their positions
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more than 10 years.
The superintendents/directors of schools had achieved many different degrees of
education. Responses indicated 1(1%) had a high school diploma and another 48(47%)
had a Masters degree. An additional 19(19%) of the superintendents/directors of schools
had an Ed.S, and 27(26%) had an Ed.D. The remaining 7(7%) had a Ph.D.
The demographic item requesting the school system designation where the
respondent worked had three categories from which the respondent could select. Those
categories were: city, county, and special district. The category for special district was
collapsed in order to be included with the category for city as the school designation. This
better represented the special school district that was defined by the state of Tennessee as
an additional city school system where there is another school system that is already
designated the city school system for the same county. Responses indicated that 33(32%)
superintendents/directors of schools were employed by a city school system. The
remaining 69(68%) superintendents/directors of schools responded that they were
employed by a county school system.
There were 38(37%) superintendents/directors of schools who worked at school
systems located in east Tennessee. Another 36(35%) superintendents/directors of schools
worked at school systems located in middle Tennessee. The remaining 28(28%)
superintendents/directors of schools responded that the school systems where they worked
were located in west Tennessee.
The demographic item requesting the level of per pupil expenditure at the school
system where the superintendent/directors of schools were employed had only two
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superintendents/directors of schools that selected the less than $2,000 range. This
response did not provide any statistical significance for the study and therefore was
collapsed to be included in the $2,000 to $4,000 range. The category, “$4,000 or Less”
was established to combine the two selections. Responses indicated 57(56%)
superintendents/directors of schools were employed at school systems that had a per pupil
expenditure range of $4,000 or less. The remaining 45(44%) superintendents/directors of
schools responded that they were employed at school systems with a per pupil expenditure
range of more than $4,000.
The last demographic item requested the experience of the respondent in hiring
high school principals. Responses indicated that 83(81%) superintendents/directors of
schools had experience in hiring high school principals. The remaining 19(19%)
responded that they did not have any experience hiring high school principals.

TABLE I
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPERINTENDENTS/
DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS fN=1021

Demographic Characteristic
Gender
Male
Female

f

%

89
13

87
13
(table continues)
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Demographic Characteristic

f

Sk

Age
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
More than 59

I
1
1
1
44
43
45
44
1 1 1 1

Race
White
African American
Other

100
I
I

98
1
1

Method of Respondent’s
Selection
Appointed
Elected

48
54

47
53

Experience of the Respondent
in Current Position
Less than 1 yr.
I-5 yrs.
6-10 yrs.
II-15 yrs.
16-20 yrs.
More than 25 yrs,

11
43
25
12
7
4

11
42
24
12
7
4

Highest Educational Degree
Achieved by Respondent
H.S.
Masters
Ed.S.
Ed.D.
Ph.D.

I
48
19
27
7

1
47
19
26
7

School System Designation
City
County

33
69

32
68
(table continues)
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Grand Division of the School
System
East
Middle
West

38
36
28

37
35
28

Per Pupil Expenditure for the
Respondent's School System
$4,000 and Less
More than $4,000

57
45

56
44

Respondent’s Experience
Hiring High School Principals
Yes
No

83
19

81
19

Survey Stntement Responses
The survey form entitled A Survey for Perceptions of The Technological High
School Principal by Superintendents and Directors ofSchools Across the State of
Tennessee (See Appendix J2.) consisted of 10 survey items that were each divided into
three categories. Each survey item identified technological skills that made up a domain
that was developed in the literature review and expanded upon by a panel of technology
experts. The domains of technological skills identified by the 10 survey items were:
technological leadership, budgeting, staff development, strategic planning, promotion,
using technology, using technology for research, applying technology to instructional
design, management, and encouraging change for technology. Each survey item that
identified a domain was then divided into three categories with each category requiring a
response from the survey respondent.
The first category required the respondent to reveal if the technological skills
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identified by each survey item were inquired about during hiring procedures for a high
school principal. The second category required a response that revealed how the
respondent perceived the desirability fo ra high school principal to possess the
technological skills that each of the 10 survey items described. Category two also
provided a selection for each survey item that the respondent could choose to indicate that
the respondent did not have enough knowledge to determine the desirability of the
technological skills identified by each specific survey item. The third category required a
response that revealed the respondent's perception for the level of ability that current high
school principals possess for performing the technological skills identified by the 10 survey
items.
The results of the survey responses ore presented in three sections. The first
section examines what technological skills identified by the survey items the respondents
selected as being inquired about during hiring procedures for high school principals. The
second section examines what technological skills identified by the survey items the
superintendents/directors of schools perceived themselves to be knowledgeable enough to
determine the desirability for high school principals to possess. The second section
further examines what responses were selected to describe the perceived level of
desirability superintendents/directors of schools had for high school principals to possess
the technological skills identified by the survey items. The final section examines what
responses were selected to describe the level of technological skills that superintendents/
directors of schools perceived current high school principals to possess.
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Section I:_Categorv One Responses
Technological Questions Asked When Hiring High School Principals
Superintendents/directors of schools were asked in the first category of the survey
items to indicate if questions concerning the technological skills identified by each of the
10 survey items were asked during hiring procedures for high school principals. A yes or
no response was recorded.
Experience for hiring high school principals was a requirement for responses to be
accepted for the study in this category. Eighty-three (65%) superintendents/directors of
schools out of the 126 superintendents/directors of schools that had surveys sent to them
responded that they did have experience hiring high school principals. The 83
superintendents/directors of schools who indicated they had hiring experience for high
school principals were the only surveys used for all category one survey item analysis.
A majority of the 83 superintendents/directors of schools responded that they had
hiring procedures that inquired into the ability of high school principal candidates for the
following technological skills:
►

Inquity for technological leadership was indicated by 61(74%) of the respondents.

►

Inquiry for ability to develop staff with technology was indicated by 66(80%) of
the respondents.

►

Inquiry for ability to strategically plan technology was indicated by 51 (61%) of the
respondents.

►

Inquity for ability to promote technology was indicated by 63(76%) of the
respondents.
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►

Inquiry for ability to use technology was indicated by 49(59%) of the respondents.

►

Inquiry for ability to encourage change for technology was indicated by 54(65%)
of the respondents.
Fewer than half of the 83 superintendents/directors of schools responded that they

had hiring procedures that inquired into the ability of high school principal candidates for
the following technological skills:
►

Inquiry for the ability to budget technology was indicated by 30(36%) of the
respondents.

►

Inquiry for the ability to use technology for research was indicated by 41 (49%) of
the respondents.

►

Inquiry for the ability to apply technology to instructional design was indicated by
41(49%) of the respondents.

►

Inquiry for the ability to manage technology was indicated by 41 (49%) of the
respondents.
Specific details for category one survey items are in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
RESPONSES TO CATEGORY ONE SURVEY ITEMS ON WHAT
TECHNOLOGICAL SKILLS IDENTIFIED BY THE SURVEY ITEMS ARE
INQUIRED ABOUT DURING HIRING PROCEDURES fN=831

f

%

Ability to explain the appropriate use of direct leadership and teacher
empowerment for achieving maximum utilization of technology in the
schoot organization.
Yes
No

61
22

74
26

Demonstrate knowledge of the necessary components in building a
comprehensive technology budget.
Yes
No

30
53

36
64

Demonstrate knowledge of staff development that will encourage
participation and provide ongoing learning experiences to help staff keep
up with technological developments.
Yes
No

66
17

80
20

Demonstrate ability in building a strategic plan for using technology in
the school organization.
Yes
No

51
32

61
39

Demonstrate ability to develop and recognize opportunities for
promoting the use of technology.
Yes
No

63
20

76
24

Demonstrate ability to use and model a variety of technologies.
Yes
No

49
34

59
41

Survey Hem

(table continues)
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SurYeyJtem

f

a

Demonstrate knowledge of how technology can facilitate ongoing
research of school related functions.
Yes
No

41
42

49
51

Ability to explain specific applications of technology in instructional
design to achieve identified outcomes,
Yes
No

41
42

49
51

Demonstrate knowledge of how to manage the legal, maintenance, and
security requirements of technology in the school organization.
Yes
No

41
42

49
51

Ability to explain strategies for creating a risk-free environment that will
encourage individuals to accept the constant change required to keep up
with constantly improving technology.
Yes
No

54
29

65
35

Section II: Category Two Responses
Perceived Desirability of Technological Skills for High School Principals to
Possess
Supcrintcndents/dircctors of schools were asked, in the second category of the
survey items, to indicate if they perceived the technological skills identified by each survey
item to be desirable for high school principals to possess. One hundred-two (80%)
superintendents/directors of schools from the 126 superintendents/directors of schools
identified as the population for this study responded to the category two survey items.
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There were 2(2%) superintendents/directors of schools that felt they did not have
adequate knowledge to determine the desirability for high school principals to possess the
ability to budget technology. Another superintendent/director of schools felt he or she
did not have adequate knowledge to determine the desirability for high school principals to
possess the ability for technological leadership. Finally, 2(2%) superintendents/directors
of schools felt they did not have adequate knowledge to determine the desirability for high
school principals to possess the ability to conduct research with technology.
Superintendents/directors of schools indicated that they had adequate knowledge to
answer all other category two survey items. Any response that had a previous indication
of inadequate knowledge on the part of the respondent was eliminated.
A majority of superintendents/directors of schools perceived the following
technological skills to be somewhat or very desirable for high school principals to possess:
►

Desirability for high school principals to possess technological leadership was
indicated by 99(97%) of the respondents.

►

Desirability for high school principals to possess the ability to budget technology
was indicated by 78(76%) of the respondents.

►

Desirability for high school principals to possess (he ability to develop staff for
technology was indicated by 96(94%) of the respondents.

►

Desirability for high school principals to possess the ability to strategically plan
technology was indicated by 94(92%) of the respondents.

►

Desirability for high school principals to possess the ability to promote technology
was indicated by 97(95%) of the respondents.

Ill

►

Desirability for high school principals to possess the ability to use technology was
indicated by 90(88%) of the respondents.

►

Desirability for high school principals to possess the ability to use technology for
research was indicated by 82(80%) of the respondents.

*•

Desirability for high school principals to possess the ability to apply technology to
instructional design was indicated by 91(89%) of the respondents.

►

Desirability for high school principals to possess the ability to manage technology
was indicated by 87(85%) of the respondents.

►

Desirability for high school principals to possess the ability to encourage change
for technology was indicated by 94(92%) of the respondents.
Specific details on what perceptions superintendents/directors of schools had on

how desirable it was for high school principals to possess technological skills can be found
in Table 3.
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TABLE 3
RESPONSES TO CATEGORY TWO SURVEY ITEMS ON THE DESIRABILITY
FOR HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS TO POSSESS THE TECHNOLOGICAL
SKILLS IDENTIFIED BY THE SURVEY ITEMS fN=1021

f

%.

Ability to explain the appropriate use of direct leadership and teacher
empowerment for achieving maximum utilization of technology in the
school organization,
Skills Not Desired
Little Desirability
Somewhat Desirable
Very Desirable
Missing

1
1
48
51
1

1
1
47
50

Demonstrate knowledge of the necessary components in building a
comprehensive technology budget.
Skills Not Desired
Little Desirability
Somewhat Desirable
Very Desirable
Missing

7
15
50
28
2

7
15
49
27

Demonstrate knowledge of staff development that will encourage
participation and provide ongoing learning experiences to help staff keep
up with technological developments.
Skills Not Desired
Little Desirability
Somewhat Desirable
Very Desirable

1
5
38
58

1
5
37
57

Demonstrate ability in building a strategic plan for using technology in
the school organization.
Skills Not Desired
Little Desirability
Somewhat Desirable
Very Desirable

1
7
40
54

1
7
39
53

Survey Item

(table continues)
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Survey Item

f

2l

Demonstrate ability to develop and recognize opportunities for
promoting the use of technology.
Skills Not Desired
Little Desirability
Somewhat Desirable
Very Desirable

0
5
38
59

0
5
37
58

Demonstrate ability to use and model a variety of technologies.
Skills Not Desired
Little Desirability
Somewhat Desirable
Very Desirable

2
10
43
47

2
10
42
46

Demonstrate knowledge of how technology can facilitate ongoing
research of school related functions.
Skills Not Desired
Little Desirability
Somewhat Desirable
Very Desirable
Missing

2
16
52
30
2

2
16
51
29

Ability to explain specific applications of technology in instructional
design to achieve identified outcomes.
Skills Not Desired
Little Desirability
Somewhat Desirable
Very Desirable

1
10
49
42

1
10
48
41

Demonstrate knowledge of how to manage the legal, maintenance, and
security requirements of technology in the school organization.
Skills Not Desired
Little Desirability
Somewhat Desirable
Very Desirable

2
13
46
41

2
13
45
40

I
7
41

1
7
40
52

Ability to explain strategies for creating a risk-free environment that will
encourage individuals to accept the constant change required to keep up
with constantly improving technology.
Skills Not Desired
Little Desirability
Somewhat Desirable
Very Desirable ____________________________

53
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Section III: Category Three Responses
Perceived Ability for Technological Skills That Current High School Principals
-Possess
Superintendents/directors of schools were asked in the third category of the survey
instrument to indicate what level of ability they perceived current high school principals to
possess the technological skills identified by the survey items. One hundred-two (80%)
superintendents/directors of schools from the 126 superintendents/directors of schools
identified as the population for this study responded to all the category three survey items.
Fewer than half of the superintendents/directors of schools perceived current high
school principals to have much knowledge and experience with the following
technological skills:
►

Current high school principals were perceived to have much knowledge and
experience with technological leadership by 12(12%) of the respondents.

►

Current high school principals were perceived to have much knowledge and
experience with budgeting technology by 5(5%) of the respondents.

►

Current high school principals were perceived to have much knowledge and
experience with developing staff for technology by 15(15%) of the respondents.

►

Current high school principals were perceived to have much knowledge and
experience with strategic planning for technology by 13(13%) of the respondents.

►

Current high school principals were perceived to have much knowledge and
experience with promoting technology by 22(21%) of the respondents.

►

Current high school principals were perceived to have much knowledge and

experience with using technology by 11( 11%) of the respondents.
»

Current high school principals were perceived to have much knowledge and
experience with using technology for research by 8(8%) of the respondents.

►

Current high school principals were perceived to have much knowledge and
experience with applying technology to instructional design by 8(8%) of the
respondents.

►

Current high school principals were perceived to have much knowledge and
experience with managing technology by 17(17%) of the respondents.

►

Current high school principals were perceived to have much knowledge and
experience with encouraging change for technology by 15( 15%) of the
respondents.
Specific details on how superintendents/directors of schools perceived the

technological ability of current high school principals can be found in table 4.
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TABLE4
RESPONSES TO CATEGORY THREE SURVEY ITEMS ON
PERCEPTIONS OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL ABILITY
OF CURRENT HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS (N=102)

f

%.

Ability to explain the appropriate use of direct leadership and teacher
empowerment for achieving maximum utilization of technology in the
school organization.
No Knowledge and Experience
Little Knowledge and Experience
Some Knowledge and Experience
Much Knowledge and Experience

2
20
68
12

2
19
67
12

Demonstrate knowledge of the necessary components in building a
comprehensive technology budget.
No Knowledge and Experience
Little Knowledge and Experience
Some Knowledge and Experience
Much Knowledge and Experience

8
40
49
5

8
39
48
5

Demonstrate knowledge of staff development that will encourage
participation and provide ongoing learning experiences to help staff keep
up with technological developments.
No Knowledge and Experience
Little Knowledge and Experience
Some Knowledge and Experience
Much Knowledge and Experience

3
26
58
15

3
25
57
15

Demonstrate ability in building a strategic plan for using technology in
the school organization.
No Knowledge and Experience
Little Knowledge and Experience
Some Knowledge and Experience
Much Knowledge and Experience

4
34
51
13

4
33
50
13

Survey Item

(table continues)
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Survey Item

f

%.

Demonstrate ability to develop and recognize opportunities for
promoting the use of technology.
No Knowledge and Experience
Little Knowledge and Experience
Some Knowledge and Experience
Much Knowledge and Experience

1
18
61
22

1
18
60

Demonstrate ability to use and model a variety of technologies.
No Knowledge and Experience
Little Knowledge and Experience
Some Knowledge and Experience
Much Knowledge and Experience

8
31
52
11

8
30
51
II

Demonstrate knowledge of how technology can facilitate ongoing
research of school related functions.
No Knowledge and Experience
Little Knowledge and Experience
Some Knowledge and Experience
Much Knowledge and Experience

7
47
40
8

7
46
39
8

Ability to explain specific applications of technology in instructional
design to achieve identified outcomes.
No Knowledge and Experience
Little Knowledge and Experience
Some Knowledge and Experience
Much Knowledge and Experience

9
42
43
8

9
41
42
8

Demonstrate knowledge of how to manage the legal, maintenance, and
security requirements of technology in the school organization.
No Knowledge and Experience
Little Knowledge and Experience
Some Knowledge and Experience
Much Knowledge and Experience

5
40
40
17

5
39
39
17

Ability to explain strategics for creating a risk-free environment that will
encourage individuals to accept the constant change required to keep up
with constantly improving technology.
No Knowledge and Experience
Little Knowledge and Experience
Some Knowledge and Experience
Much Knowledge and Experience

5
30
52
15

5
29
51
15

21

IIS
Descriptive Data
The study consisted of nine hypotheses. The survey instrument had three
categories. Category one requested information about what technological skills identified
by the 10 survey items were inquired about during hiring procedures for high school
principals. Category two requested the perceived level of desirability for the technological
skills identified by the 10 survey items that a high school principal should possess.
Category three requested the perceived ability for the technological skills identified in the
10 survey items that current high school principals possess. There were three hypotheses
for each of the categories. The three hypotheses in each category examined if there were
any significant differences in responses given between appointed and elected
superintendents/directors of schools, superintendents/directors of schools with different
degrees of education, and superintendents/directors of schools employed by school
systems with different levels of per pupil expenditure.
The parametric assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance were not
met for the obtained data. Nonparametric tests were required.

Categorv_One: Analysis of Hiring Procedures
The three hypotheses for category one (Hi, Hi, and H.i) were stated in the null
form. Responses provided nominal data. The chi-square distribution was used in the
analysis of all data in category one. The observed frequencies of occurrence collected
from the survey return were compared with the expected frequencies stated in the
hypotheses. The critical value was set at .05 level of significance with one degree of
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freedom for a critical vatue of 3.841.
Hypothesis One
Hypothesis one stated that there would be no significant differences between
appointed and elected superintendents/directors of schools in what technological skills
identified by the survey items they inquired about during hiring procedures for high school
principals.
There were no significant differences found between appointed and elected
superintendents/directors of schools in their hiring procedures for inquiring about the
following technological skills: technological leadership (x2= .001), budgeting technology
( x 2 = 2,934), staff development for technology ( x 1 = .441), strategic planning for

technology ( x 2 - .373), promoting technology ( x 2 = .355), using technology (X2 = 1.322),
research using technology ( x 2 = 2.761), and managing technology (X2 = 2.761). The null
hypothesis was retained for the inquiry of these skills.
The Chi-square test revealed significant differences between appointed and elected
superintendents/directors of schools in hiring procedures for high school principals when
inquiring about applying technology to instructional design (X2 = 4.420) and encouraging
change for technology (x2 = 4.763). The null hypothesis was rejected for the inquiry of
these skills. An additional frequency test was performed to examine what the significant
differences were. The results of the frequency test can be found in Table 5.
The frequency test reveated that a 14(37%) appointed superintendents/directors of
schools asked questions concerning the application of technology to instructional design
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during hiring procedures for high school principals. This number was significantly
different from the 27(60%) elected superintendents/directors of schools that inquired
about these skills.
The frequency test further revealed that 20(53%) appointed superintendents/
directors of schools asked questions concerning the encouragement of change for
technology during hiring procedures for high school principals. This number was
significantly different from the 34(76%) elected superintendents/directors of schools that
asked questions concerning these skills.

TABLES
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES INDICATING SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN APPOINTED AND ELECTED SUPERINTENDENTS/
DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS IN HIRING PROCEDURES fN = 831

Technological Skills Inquired
About
Applying Technology to
Instructional Design

Method of
Selection
Appointed

Elected

Encouraging Change for
Technology

Appointed

Elected

Response

f

St

Yes

14

37

No

24

63

Yes

27

60

No

18

40

Yes

20

53

No

18

47

Yes

34

76

No

11

24
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Hypothesis-Two
Hypothesis two stated that there would be no significant differences between
superintendents/directors of schools who have achieved different degrees of education in
what technological skills identified by the survey items they inquired about during hiring
procedures for high school principals.
The chi-square test revealed there were no significant differences found between
superintendents/directors of schools with different degrees of education in their hiring
procedures for inquiring about the following technological skills: budgeting technology
(X2 = 1.216), staff development for technology (x2 = 2.390), strategic planning for

technology (X2 = 1.740), using technology for research (X2 = 4.314), applying technology
to instructional design (x2 = 2.785), managing technology (x2 = 3.247), and encouraging
change for technology (x2 = .318). The null hypothesis was retained for the inquiry of
these skills.
The test further revealed that significant differences did exist between
superintendents/directors of schools with different degrees of education when inquiring
about technological leadership (X1 = 10,369), promoting technology (X 2 = 7.964), and the
use of technology (x2 = 8.231). The null hypothesis was rejected for the inquiry of these
skills. An additional frequency test was performed to examine what the significant
differences were. The results of the frequency test can be found in Table 6.

TABLE 6
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES INDICATING SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN SUPERINTENDENTS/ DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS WITH DIFFERENT
DEGREES OF EDUCATIONJN HIRING PROCEDURES (N = 83'

Technological Skills Inquired
About
Technological Leadership

Degree_of
Education
Masters

Ed,S.

Ed.D.

Ph.D.

Promoting Technology

Masters

Ed.S.

Ed.D.

Ph.D.

Response

f

%.

Yes

23

62

No

14

38

Yes

12

80

No

3

20

Yes

24

92

No

2

8

Yes

2

40

No

3

60

Yes

29

78

No

8

22

Yes

9

60

No

6

40

Yes

23

89

No

3

n

Yes

2

40

No

3

60

(table continues)
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Technological Skills Inquired
About
Use of Technology

Degree of
Education

Response

f

St

Masters

Yes

19

52

No

18

48

Yes

6

40

No

9

60

Yes

21

81

No

5

19

Yes

3

60

No

2

40

Ed.S.

Ed.D.

Ph.D.

The frequency test revealed the direction of the significant differences between
superintendents/directors of schools with different degrees of education in their hiring
procedures for inquiring about technological leadership, promoting technology, and the
use of technology. Twenty-three (62%) superintendents/directors of schools with a
masters degree, 12(80%) superintendents/directors of schools with an Bd.S. degree,
24(92%) superintendents/directors of schools with an Ed.D. degree, and 2(40%)
superintendents/directors of schools with a Ph.D. degree asked questions concerning
technological leadership during hiring procedures for high school principals. Twenty-nine
(78%) superintendents/directors of schools with a masters degree, 9(60%)
superintendents/directors of schools with an Ed.S. degree, 23(89%) superintendents/
directors of schools with an Ed.D. degree, and 3(60%) superintendents/directors of
schools with a Ph.D. degree asked questions concerning the promotion of technology
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during hiring procedures for high school principals. Finally, 19(52%) superintendents/
directors of schools with a masters degree, 6(40%) superintendents/directors of schools
with an Ed.S. degree, 21(81%) superintendents/directors of schools with an Ed.D.
degree, and 3(60%) superintendents/directors of schools with a Ph.D. degree asked
questions concerning the use of technology during hiring procedures for high school
principals.
Hypothesis Three
Hypothesis three stated that there would be no significant differences between
superintendents/directors of schools who are employed at school systems with different
levels of per pupil expenditure in what technological skills identified by the survey items
they inquired about during hiring procedures for high school principals.
There were no significant differences found between superintendents/directors of
schools employed at school systems with different levels of per pupil expenditure in their
hiring procedures for inquiring about the following technological skills: technological
leadership ( x 2 = .444), budgeting technology (X1 = 1.767), staff development for
technology (X2 ~ .2899), strategic planning for technology (X2 = .000), promoting
technology ( x 2 = .517), using technology for research ( x 2 = .014), applying technology to
instructional design (X2 = .105), managing technology ( x 2 = .014), and encouraging
change for technology (x2 = .030). The null hypothesis was retained for the inquiry of
these skills.
The chi-square test did reveal significant differences between superintendents/
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directors of schools employed at school systems with different levels of per pupil
expenditure in their hiring procedures when inquiring about the use of technology (X2 =
4.952). The null hypothesis was rejected for the inquiry of these skills. An additional
frequency test was performed to examine what significant differences existed. The results
of the frequency test can be found in Table 7.

TABLE 7
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSESJNDICATING SIGNIFICANT DEFERENCES
BETWEEN SUPERINTENDENTS/ DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS EMPLOYED
AT SCHOOL SYSTEMS WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF PER PUPIL
EXPENDITURE IN HIRING PROCEDURES fN = 831

Technological Skills Inquired
About
Using Technology

Degree of
Education
$4,00 and Less

Over $4,000

Response

f

a

Yes

21

48

No

23

52

Yes

28

72

No

11

28

The frequency test revealed that 21 (48%) superintendents/directors of schools
employed at school systems with a per pupil expenditure level of $4,000 and less asked
questions concerning the use of technology during hiring procedures for high school
principals. This number was significantly different from the 28(72%) superintendents/.
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directors of schools employed at school systems with a per pupil expenditure level o f over
$4,000 that inquired about these skills.
Category Two: Desirability of Technological Skills
Category two requested the perceived level of desirability for a high school
principal to possess the technological skills identified by the 10 survey items. There were
three hypotheses in this category (H-t, Hj, and He), The three hypotheses in this category
examined if there were any significant differences in responses given between appointed
and elected superintendents/directors of schoots, superintendents/directors of schools
with different degrees of education, and superintendents/directors of schools employed at
school systems with different levels of per pupil expenditure.

Hypothesis Four
Hypothesis four stated that there would be no significant differences between
elected and appointed superintendents/directors of schools in how they perceived the
desirability of high school principals to possess the technological skills identified by the
survey items. The data obtained to test this hypothesis were ordinal and from two
samples. The Mann-Whitney II test was used to determine if any significant differences
existed. The hypothesis was stated in the null in order to test against a nondirectional
alternative hypothesis at the .05 level of significance. The test was conducted on data
sorted according to appointed and elected superintendents/directors of schools and the
responses to category two survey items. No significant differences were found. The null
hypothesis was retained for the desirability of all the identified technological skills.
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Specific details concerning the perceived desirability of high school principals to possess
technological skills by appointed and elected superintendents/directors of schools can be
found in Table 8,

TABLE 8
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTIONS BETWEEN APPOINTED AND
ELECTED SUPERINTENDENTS/DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS FOR THE
DESIRABILITY OF HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS.TO POSSESS
TECHNOLOGICAL SKILLS

SurveyJtem

11

Technological Leadership

1108 NS

Budgeting Technology

1056 NS

Staff Development for Technology

1123 NS

Strategic Planning for Technology

1252 NS

Promoting Technology

1180 NS

Use of technology

1078 NS

Using Technology for Research

1154 NS

Applying Technology to
Instructional Design

1267 NS

Managing Technology

1168 NS

Encouraging Change for
Technology

1149 NS

NS Indicates no significant difference
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Hypothesis Five
Hypothesis five stated that there would be no significant differences between
superintendents/directors of schools who have different degrees of education in how they
perceived the desirability of high school principals to possess the technological skills
identified in the 10 survey items. The data obtained for this test were ordinal and had
multiple samples. The Kruskal-Wallis H test was used to determine if any significant
differences existed. The hypothesis was stated in the null to compare the calculated value
with a critical value of 9.488 at 4 degrees of freedom and a level of significance at .05.
The test was conducted on data sorted by the highest degree of education obtained by the
superintendents/directors of schools and the responses to the category two survey items.
No significant differences were found. The null hypothesis was retained for the
desirability of all the identified technological skills. Specific details concerning the
analysis of differences in perceptions for the desirability of high school principals to
possess technological skills according to superintendents/directors of schools with
different degrees of education can be found in Table 9.
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TABLE 9
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN PERCEETIONSJBETWEEN

OF EDUCATION FOR THE DESIRABILITY OF HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS TO
EOSSESS_TECHNOLOGICAL SKILLS fDF=4I

Survey Item

x1Value

Technological Leadership

3.920 NS

Budgeting Technology

4.510 NS

Staff Development for
Technology

2.650 NS

Strategic Planning for
Technology

4.126 NS

Promoting Technology

3.235 NS

Use of Technology

2.668 NS

Using Technology for
Research

.885

Applying Technology to
Instructional Design

1.688 NS

Managing Technology

1.894 NS

Encouraging Change for
Technology

1.713 NS

NS

NS Indicates no significant differences
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Hypothesis Six
Hypothesis six stated that there would be no significant differences between
superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with different levels of
per pupil expenditure in how they perceived the desirability of high school principals to
possess the technological skills identified by the 10 survey items. The data obtained to
conduct this test were ordinal and from two samples. The Mann-Whitney H test was used
to determine if any significant differences existed in the responses between
superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with different levels of
per pupil expenditure. The hypothesis was stated in the null in order to test against a
nondirectiona! alternative hypothesis at the .05 level of significance. The test was
conducted on data sorted by the school system expenditure levels and responses given to
the category two survey items. No significant differences were found. The null hypothesis
was retained for the desirability of all the identified technological skills. Specific details
concerning the analysis of perceptions that superintendents/directors of schools employed
at school systems with different levels of per pupil expenditure had for high school
principals to possess technological skills can be found in Table 10.

TABLE 10
SIGNIFICANT-DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTIONS BETWEEN
SUPERINTENDENTS/DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS EMPLOYED AT SCHOOL
SYSTEMS WITH DIFFERENT PER PUPIL EXPENDITURE LEVELS FOR THE
DESIRABILITY.OF HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS TO POSSESS
TECHNOLOGICAL SKILLS

Survey Item

U ValllC

Technological Leadership

1246 NS

Budgeting Technology

1219 NS

Staff Development for Technology

1199 NS

Strategic Planning for Technology

1187 NS

Promoting Technology

1182 NS

Use of Technology

1049 NS

Using Technology for Research

1179 NS

Applying Technology to
Instructional Design

1256 NS

Managing Technology

1136 NS

Encouraging Change for
Technology

1278 NS

NS Indicates no significant difference
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Category Three: Perceptions of Current High School Principals
Category three requested the perceived level of ability for the technological
skills identified by the 10 survey items that current high school principals possess. There
are three hypotheses in this category (H7, H8, and Hs). The three hypotheses in this
category examined if there were any significant differences in responses given between
appointed and elected superintendents/directors of schools, superintendents/directors of
schools with different degrees of education, and superintendents/directors of schools
employed at school systems with different levels of per pupil expenditure.

HypothesisSeven
Hypothesis seven stated that there would be no significant differences between
elected and appointed superintendents/directors of schools in how they perceived the
ability of current high school principals to possess the technological skills identified by the
survey items. The data obtained to test this hypothesis were ordinal and from two
samples. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to determine if any significant differences
existed. The hypothesis was stated in the null in order to test against a nondirectional
alternative hypothesis at the ,05 tevcl of significance. The test was conducted on data
sorted according to appointed and elected superintendents/directors of schools and the
responses to category three survey items.
There were no significant differences found between appointed and elected
superintendents/directors of schools in how they perceived the levels of ability that current
high school principals possessed for the following technological skills: technological
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leadership (11=1244), budgeting technology (11=1095), staff development for technology
(11=1228), strategic planning for technology (12=1285), promoting technology (11=1242),
using technology (11=1227), applying technology to instructional design (11=1146), and
managing technology (11=1048). The null hypothesis for these skills was retained.
The Mann-Whitney U test revealed significant differences between appointed and
elected superintendents/directors of schools in how they perceived the technological ability
of current high school principals to use technology for research (11=1008) and encourage
change for technology (11=1011). The null hypothesis for these skills was rejected. An
additional frequency test was performed to examine what differences existed. The results
of the frequency test can be found in Table 11.

TABLE 11
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES INDICATING SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN APPOINTED AND ELECTED SUPERINTENDENTS/DIRECTORS
OF SCHOOLS IN THEIR PERCEPTIONS OF CURRENT. fflOH SCHOOL
PRINCIPALS fN = 1021

Technological Skills
Inquired About
Using Technology for
Research

Response
No Knowledge/Experience

Little Knowledge/Experience

Mcthod.of
Selection

f

St

Appointed

5

10

Elected

2

4

Appointed

25

52

Elected

22
41
(Table continues)
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Technological Skills
Inquired About
Research (continued)

Response
Some Knowledge/Experience

Much Knowledge/Experience

Encouraging Change
for Technology

No Knowledge/Experience

Little Knowledge/Experience

Some Knowledge/Experience

Much Knowledge/Experience

Method of
Selection

f

3k

Appointed

16

33

Elected

24

44

Appointed

2

5

Elected

6

11

Appointed

3

6

Elected

2

4

Appointed

16

33

Elected

14

26

Appointed

27

56

Elected

25

46

Appointed

2

5

Elected

13

24

The frequency test revealed 30(62%) appointed superintendents/directors of
schools perceived current high school principals to have no or little knowledge and
experience in using technology for research. The remaining 18(38%) perceived current
high school principals to have some or much knowledge with using technology for
research. This was significantly different from the 24(45%) elected superintendents/
directors of schools that perceived current high school principals to have no or little
knowledge with using technology for research and the remaining 30(45%) responding that
current high school principals had some or much knowledge and experience with these
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skills.
The frequency test also revealed that 19(39%) appointed superintendents/
directors of schools perceived current high school principals to have no or little
knowledge and experience with encouraging change for technology. The remaining
29(61%) perceived current high school principals to have some or much knowledge and
experience with these skills. This was significantly different from the 16(30%) elected
superintendents/directors of schools that perceived current high school principals to have
no or little knowledge at encouraging change for technology. The remaining 38(70%)
perceived current high school principals to have some or much knowledge with these
skills.

Hypothesis Eight

Hypothesis eight stated that there would be no significant differences between
superintendents/directors of schools that have different degrees of education in how they
perceived the level of ability for the technological skills identified by the survey items that
current high school principals possess. The data obtained for this test were ordinal and
had multiple samples. The Kruskal-Watlis H test was used to determine if any significant
differences existed. The hypothesis was stated in the null to compare the calculated value
with a critical value of 9.488 at 4 degrees of freedom and a level of significance at .05.
The test was conducted on data sorted by the highest degree of education obtained
by the superintendents/directors of schools and the responses to the category three survey
items. No significant differences were found. The null hypothesis was retained for all the
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identified technological skills. Specific details concerning the analysis of differences in
perceptions of the ability of current high school principals to possess technological skills
according to superintendents/directors of schools with different levels of education can be
found in Table 12.

TABLE 12
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTIONS OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL
SKILLS THAT CURRENT HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS POSSESS BETWEEN
SUPERINTENDENTS/DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS WITH
DIFFERENT DEGREES OF EDUCATION fDF=4I

Survey.Itcm

x2Value

Technological Leadership

5.858 NS

Budgeting Technology

6.778 NS

Staff Development for
Technology

2.276 NS

Strategic Planning for
Technology

3.261 NS

Promoting Technology

4.500 NS

Use of Technology

2.355 NS

Using Technology for
Research

7.576 NS

Applying Technology to
Instructional Design

1.212 NS

Managing Technology

2.295 NS
(table continues)
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Survey Item
Encouraging Change for
Technology

f

%.

.208 NS

NS Indicates no significant difference

Hypothesis Nine
Hypothesis nine stated that there would be no significant differences between
superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with different levels of
per pupil expenditure in how they perceived the level of ability for the technological skills
identified by the survey items that current high school principals possess. The data
obtained to conduct this test were ordinal and from two samples. The Mann-Whitney LI
test was used to determine if any significant differences existed in the responses between
superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with different levels of
per pupil expenditure. The hypothesis was stated in the null in order to test against a
nondirectional alternative hypothesis at the .OS level of significance. The test was
conducted on data sorted by the school system expenditure levels and responses given to
the category three survey items. No significant differences were found. The null
hypothesis was retained for all the identified technological skills. Specific details
concerning the analysis of differences in perceptions on the levels of ability for
technological skills that current high school principals possess according to
superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with different levels of
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per pupil expenditure can be found in Table 13.

TABLE 13
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTIONS OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL
SKILLS THAT CURRENT HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS POSSESS BETWEEN
SUPERINTENDENTS/DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS EMPLOYED AT SCHOOL
SYSTEMS WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF PER PUPIL EXPENDITURE

Survey Item

U

Technological Leadership

1256 NS

Budgeting Technology

1205 NS

Staff Development for Technology

1216 NS

Strategic Planning for Technology

1240 NS

Promoting Technology

1272 NS

Use of Technology

1255 NS

Using Technology for Research

1123 NS

Applying Technology to
Instructional Design

1267 NS

Managing Technology

1204 NS

Encouraging Change for
Technology

1276 NS

NS Indicates no significant difference
Summary
Results of the testing conducted for the research questions and the hypotheses
found that more than half of the superintendents/directors of schools that were surveyed
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had hiring procedures that included questions concerning all of the technological skills
identified in the literature review except for budgeting technology, using technology for
research, applying technology to instructional design, and managing technology. More
than three-fourths of the superintendents/directors of schools desired high school
principals to possess technological skills. Fewer than one-fourth of the superintendents/
directors of schoots perceived current high school principals to be very knowledgeable and
experienced with technology.
Elected superintendents/directors of schools had more hiring procedures that
inquired about the technological sktils of inspiring high school principals than appointed
superintendents/directors of schools. Superintendents/directors of schools who held an
Ed.D. had more hiring procedures that inquired about the technological skills of inspiring
high school principals than superintendents/directors of schools that held other degrees of
education. Superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with more
than $4,000 per pupil expenditure levels had more hiring procedures that inquired about
the technological skills of inspiring high school principals than superintendents/directors of
schools employed at school systems with $4,000 or less per pupil expenditure levels.
Elected superintendents/directors of schools perceived current high school
principals to be more knowledgeable and experienced with technology than appointed
superintendents/directors.

CHAPTERS
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
The data collected for this study were applicable to what hiring procedures
superintendents/directors of schools across the state of Tennessee had for inquiring about
technological skills of aspiring high school principals. The data also revealed the
perceptions superintendents/directors of schools had for the desirability of high school
principals to possess technological skills. The data further revealed the perceptions that
superintendents/directors of schools had for the technological ability that current high
school principals possess. The results were collected during the 1995-96 school year.
The research was descriptive in nature and utilized data gathered from a survey
instrument entitled A Survey For Perceptions Of_The Technological High School Principal
Bv Superintendents And Directors Of Schools Across The State Of Tennessee. (See
Appendix J l ) The instrument gathered demographic information on gender, age, race,
method of selection for the respondent, length of service in the current position, highest
degree of education achieved by the respondent, school system designation of the
respondent, grand state division of the respondent's school system, level of per pupil
expenditure of the respondent's school system, and the respondent's hiring experience for
high school principals.
Ten survey items for technological skills a high school principal should possess
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were presented through the literature review. The survey items were then developed by a
panel of technology experts for the survey instrument that was used for the study. The
panel of technology experts developed three categories for the survey instrument. Each
category presented questions concerning the 10 technological skills identified by the
survey items. Category one dealt with what hiring procedures superintendents/directors of
schools had for inquiring about the technological skills identified by the survey items when
hiring high school principals. Category two dealt with perceptions of desirability that
superintendents/directors of schools had for high school principals to possess the
technological skills identified by the survey items. Category two also included an option
that would allow the respondent to not answer a specific survey item in category two due
to lack of knowledge about that particular survey item. Category three dealt with
perceptions that superintendents/directors of schools had for the technological ability
identified by the survey items that current high school principals possess.
School systems that did not have high schools were not included in the study.
There were 126 superintendents/directors of schools identified and surveyed by mail.
Superintendents/directors of schools that did not respond within three weeks to the first
mailing were sent a second survey. One hundred-two surveys were returned.
Superintendents/directors of schools who had hired high school principals answered
category one survey items. There were S3 superintendents/directors of schools that had
hiring experience for high school principals. Three superintendents/directors of schools
optioned not to answer five specific survey items in category two due to lack of
knowledge concerning the technological skills identified by that survey item. The rest of
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the 102 surveys were complete and represented an 80% return.

Findings
The findings were divided into two sections: findings as a result of research
questions and the findings as a result of hypothesis testing. Demographic findings were
mentioned where relevant to these findings.

Research Questions
Research Question 1 asked if superintendents/directors of schools had hiring
procedures that inquired about technological skills when interviewing aspiring high school
principals, The technological skills identified by the 10 survey items were used for this
question.
A frequency test found that more than half of the superintendents/directors of
schools had hiring procedures that inquired about technological skills for leadership
(74%), staff development (80%), strategic planning (61%), promoting technology (76%),
the use of technology (59%), and encouraging change for technology (65%). Less than
half of the superintendents/directors of schools had hiring procedures that inquired about
the use of technology for research (49%), applying technology to instructional design
(49%), and managing technology (49%). Budgeting technology was the survey item that
superintendents/directors of schools asked least (36%).
Research Question 2 asked if superintendents/directors of schools desired high
school principals to possess technological skills. The technological skills identified by the
survey items were used for this question.
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A frequency test found that more than three-fourths of the superintendents/
directors of schools answered that technological leadership (97%), budgeting technology
(76%), staff development for technology (94%), strategic planning for technology (92%),
promotion of technology (95%), using technology (88%), using technology for research
(80%), applying technology to instructional design (89%), management of technology
(85%), and encouraging change for technology (92%) were desirable technological skills
for high school principals to possess.
Research question 3 asked how superintendents/directors of schools perceived the
level of ability that current high school principals possess for technological skills. The
technological skills identified by the survey items were used for this question.
A frequency test found that fewer than one-fourth of the superintendents/directors
of schools perceived that current high school principals had much knowledge/experience
for technological leadership (12%), budgeting technology (5%), staff development for
technology (15%), strategic planning for technology (13%), promoting technology (21%),
using technology (11%), using technology for research (8%), applying technology to
instructional design (8%), management of technology (17%), and encouraging change for
technology (15%).

Hypotheses
There were nine hypotheses tested to determine if any significant differences
existed between appointed and elected superintendents/directors of schools,
superintendents/directors of schools with different degrees of education, and
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superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with different levels of
per pupil expenditure. Hiring procedures for aspiring high school principals, perceptions
of desirability for high school principals to possess technological skills, and perceptions of
the technological abilities of current high school principals were statistically tested.
Statistical analysis of the hypotheses found significant differences existed between
superintendents/directors of schools in hiring procedures and perceptions of the
technological abilities of current high school principals. Significant differences were not
found between superintendents/directors of schools in their perceptions of the desirability
for high school principals to possess technological skills.
Statistical analysis found that a significantly greater percentage of elected
superintendents/directors of schools (60%) had hiring procedures that inquired about the
ability of high school principal candidates for applying technology to instructional design
than appointed superintendents/directors of schools (37%). A significantly greater
percentage of elected superintendents/directors of schools (76%) also had hiring
procedures that inquired into the ability of candidates to encourage change for technology
than appointed superintendents/directors of schools (53%).
Analysis further found that a significantly greater percentage of superintendents/
directors of schools that hetd an Ed.D. degree (92%) had hiring procedures that inquired
about a high school principal candidate’s ability for technological leadership than
superintendents/directors of schools who held a Ph.D. degree (40%), an Ed.S. degree
(80%), or a Masters degree (62%). A significantly larger percentage of superintendents/
directors of schools who held an Ed.D. degree (89%) had hiring procedures that inquired
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about a high school principal candidate’s ability for promoting technology than
superintendents/directors of schools who held a Ph.D. degree (40%), an Ed.S. degree
(60%) or a Masters degree (78%). A significantly larger percentage of superintendents/
directors of schools who held an Ed.D. degree (8 1%) also had hiring procedures that
inquired about an aspiring high school principal's ability to use technology than
superintendents/directors of schools who held a Ph.D. degree (60%), an Ed.S. degree
(40%), or a Masters degree (52%).
The last difference found in hiring procedures was that a significantly larger
percentage of superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with over
$4,000 per pupil expenditure levels (72%) had hiring procedures that inquired about an
aspiring high school principal’s ability to use technology than superintendents/directors of
schools employed at school systems with $4,000 and less per pupil expenditure levels
(48%).
Statistical analysis revealed differences between superintendents/directors of
schools in how they perceived the abilities of current high school principals. Analysis
found that a significantly larger percentage of elected superintendents/directors of schools
(11%) perceived current high school principals to have much knowledge and experience
with using technology for research than appointed superintendents/directors of schools
(4%). A significant larger percentage of elected superintendents (24%) also perceived
current high school principals to possess skill in encouraging change for technology than
appointed superintendents/directors of schools (5%).
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Conclusions
The conclusions from the study pertain to the state of Tennessee. Based on the
results of the study, the following conclusions are presented:
1. Superintendents/directors of schools do not have hiring procedures that respond to
their desire for high school principals to possess technological skills nor to their
perceptions that current high school principals lack experience and knowledge of
technology. Hiring procedures are not consistent across the state of Tennessee and lack
appropriate inquiiy into technological skills, especially in the areas of budgeting
technology, research with technology, applying technology to instructional design, and the
management of technology.
2. The lack of hiring procedures that inquire into the technological ability of aspiring
high school principals may indicate a lack of commitment, leadership, and/or
encouragement for technology by superintendents/directors of schools.
3. Current high school principals may not be receiving adequate training for generating
purposeful technology in their schools.
4. Format education may directly influence the hiring procedures of superintendents/
directors of schools when inquiring about the technological abilities of aspiring high school
principals.
5. Elected superintendents/directors of schools have more confidence in the technological
abilities of current high school principals than appointed superintendents/directors of
schools.
6. Elected superintendents/directors of schools put more importance on the technological
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abilities of candidates when hiring high school principals than appointed superintendents/
directors of schools.
7. Superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems that have more than
$4,000 per pupil expenditure levels inquire about a high school principal candidate’s
ability to use technology for research during hiring procedures than superintendents/
directors of schools that are employed at school systems with $4,000 or less per pupil
expenditure levels. This difference may indicate that funding has an effect on the amount
of research a school system is conducting.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are presented from the study:
1. Further quantitative and qualitative studies should be conducted to examine why some
superintendents/directors of schools do not inquire into a high school candidate’s ability to
budget technology, use technology for research, apply technology to instructional design,
and manage technology. Superintendents/directors of schools may have valid reasons for
not inquiring about these skills.
2. Colleges, universities, and other institutions that provide teacher training should
examine the success of their programs to provide trainees the technological skills that the
study identifies os very desirable by superintendents/directors of schools.
3. Career Placement Centers for school administrators should assist candidates seeking
high school administration in developing portfolios and other performance measures to
demonstrate the technological skills that the study reveals are desired by superintendents/
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directors of schools.
4. High school principals should have opportunities to obtain technological skills that the
study reveals are desired by superintendents/directors of schools and perceived to be
lacking in current high school principals. Learning opportunities should include academies,
workshops, mentorships, internships, seminars, and other events.
5. Superintendents/directors of schools should examine ways to encourage the
development of technological skills in current high school principals and candidates for
high school administration. Encouragement should be in the form of licensure
requirements, state grants, and increased revenues for technology and professional
development.
6. Superintendents/directors of schools should rc-design their hiring procedures to
include inquiry into on aspiring high school principal’s ability for budgeting technology,
using technology for research, applying technology to instructional design, and managing
technology. These are skills the study revealed that superintendents/directors of schools
desired and perceived to be lacking in current high school principals.
7. High school principals and superintendents/directors of schools should seek means of
networking with administrators more skilled in technology to combat the significant
differences that the study revealed between appointed and elected superintendents/
directors of schools, superintendents/directors of schools with different degrees of
education, and superintendents/directors of schools employed at school systems with
different levels of per pupil expenditure.
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APPENDIX A
An Outline for School Administrators to use in the Decision-Making
Process for Breakthrough Thinking
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1.

Procedural Outline
a. Obtain employers* go-ahead
b. Provide training in breakthrough thinking
c. Develop the planning system
d. Determine type of problem
e. Determine criteria for decision-making
f. Determine which group members should do what
g. Determine purpose
h. Generate ideas
i. Consider solution-after next
j. Detail the plan
k. Obtain approval
I. Install
m, Make a betterment change

2.

Level of Organizational Participation
a. None
b. Persuasive autocracy
c. Consultation

Figure A-l.

An Outline for School Administrators to use in the Decision-Making
Process for Breakthrough Thinking (continued)
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d. Reactive control
c. Bargaining
f. Participatory controt
g. Joint determination
h. Supportive collaboration
i. Permanent workgroups
j. Complete self-determination
3.

Roles of Involved Individuals
a. Adviser
b. Advocate
c. Analyst
d. Chairperson
e. Client/owner
f. Conciliator
g. Consultant expert
h. Consumer, purchaser, or user
i. Decision maker, source of power
j. Designer/innovator
k. Educator/expert

(continued)
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I. Evaluator
m. Lobbyist
n. Manager
0. Organizer
p. Owner
q. Representatives of affected groups
r. Researcher
4.

Group Process
a. Brainstorming
b. Brain writing
c. Debate
d. Decision worksheet
c. Delphi method
f. Game or simulation
g. Idea writing
h. Interacting
1. Interviews of individuals in groups
j. Kj Method
k. Media-based balloting

(continued)

I. Mulli attribute utility assessment
m. Nomi nal group technique
n. Opinion poll
o. Pay for performance
p. Quality circles
q. Questionnaires and surveys
r. Role playing
s. Sensitivity training
t. Shared participation
u. Suggestion system
v. System matrix
w. Teambuilding
x. Telecommunications
5.

Meeting conditions
a. Room
b. Location
c. Lighting, noise level, temperature, and ventilation
d. Table arrangement
e. Group size

(continued)

f. Seating arrangement
g. Identification
h. Identification (name tags, etc.)
i. Supplies
j. Space per person

APPENDIX B
Technological Domains Used to Develop the Survey Instrument
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appropriate category.
M

Ability to communicate
o
m Has energy and enthusiasm
O Inspiring
•n 2 Team player
o 3 Commands trust and respect
Empowering
ftl nj
o « Self-confident
Understands school problems
S 3 Democratic
O co
O 3 Competent
Organizer
§ Motivates
Committed to Improvement
5 3
O Z Intellectually stimulating
m >
3) r* Develops leadership potential in others
productive Interpersonal relationships
i■Oi3 Fosters
Consensus builder
m
Conveys high expectations
m Tie individual efforts together
CO
Caring
Has knowledge and experience for using technology to store,
>
ra retrieve and manipulate data
m
rr
Understands Issues raised by the use of technology
O
Appreciates the significance or technology
s s Able to give an example of a visionary statement that includes
I s 8 9 technology
Able to give an example of a mission statement that Includes
5 11“
technology
Ft Able to give examples of mission statement goals, objectives
and action plans that include technology
Demonstrates sound strategies to deal with problems using
technology
01 Organize stakeholders Into a decision-making process that
Fi assures equitable representation
Recognizes a multitude of possible applications of technology
■o for teaming experiences and school functions
JO
m O Identify and prioritize technology needs
Map causes and effects of technology needs
Develop and promote needs for technology
Develop strategies, recommendations and action plans for
m x technology needs
z Explore funding resources
o
r~
O Conduct cost benefit analysts
a Ability to convince the school organization that technological
ef—literacy is possible to achieve
Access needs for staff development
Think connectivity (e.g. able to fit everything together)
J rf

a?.

am
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Able to list and describe funding sources (e.g. Chapters 1 and
2, E .IA , grants, etc.)

The Technological Domain for Budgeting Technology

Oil

01

2

Reveals concern for budget priority of technology training,
acquisition and maintenance

3

Able to explain advantages of objective-based building level
technical program budgets

4

Understands the need for clear rationales and criteria for
purchasing materials, equipment and supplies

5

Understands the need for a maintenance component for the
technical program budget

6

Understands the need for a growth component for the
technical program budget

7

Places high priority on dedicated budget tine Items for the
technical program

8

Demonstrates ability to conduct technology inventories

9

Demonstrates ability to conduct cost-anafysis strategies

- io"

rr

Demonstrates ability to conduct crttical-path analysis
Able to define obsolescence

12~

Recognizes components of an obsolescence plan

13"

Able to explain strategies for utilizing outdated technology

"
15"

Able to define an information system disaster recovery plan

h

Able to explain necessary budget tine Items for an Information
system disaster recovery plan

is"

Demonstrates knowledge of necessary budget tine Items for
evaluation and research

iT

Reveals cost-cutting strategies (e.g. common operating
systems, cross-training, etc.)

I!

* it

r s

Figure B-3.
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The Technological Domain for Staff Development for Technology
Iil

01

10.
( 1_
12

13_
14,
15 ,

16_
17.
18_
19

3_
3
12.

11_
12.
13 .
14 .
15
16 .
17

Evening or weekend formal credit classes at
coMeges/unlvetsltlea/technlcal schools
Conferences on technology
Mentorshlps with 'master teachers' that are successful with
technology
Visit other schools
Learning from software guides and tutorials
On-stte In-service
On-slte demonstrations by vendors
Newsletters, journals, other publication subscriptions
Summer workshops
Funded Internships In technotofly-ortenled business settings
Attending equipment trade a hows
Training during school hours with substitutes or flexible
scheduling
Providing teachers equipment at home
Electronic bulletin boards or user groups
Informal learning from students and/or colleagues
Technology seminars
Technology Internships
Industry-sponsored workshops
70 or more dedicated training hours
On-going long term training
> >
Cl ra Release time
Class applications
Individualized training
m
0) 2O Identify cote skills
Consider teacher learning style
Evaluation strategy that determines objective attainment
Extension Agent Model
to Task specific
3 Non-threatening training environment
Noah's Ark technology training program
Time for collaboration
Time for experimentation
Power broker development
Teacher modeling
Follow-up actlyttlea
Dedicated budget line Items at the Institutional level

Si

2

3
4

Explain how to perform technology needs analysis

> Explain how to utilize consultants and technical specialists In
planning

go
r

2

3
4
5
3
7

9

IL \

Able to provide an In-depth explanation of a decfslon-maidng
process to develop technical components or an over-all
technology plan (e g. Strategic plannlng-plus, Dupont
Leadership, etc.)

> Documents ability to link an existing inventory of technology to
m
Fi needed decisions and policies
O _| Demonstrate a knowledge of assembling the elements of a
F l S 2 ° resource use plan that governs access to and use of the
0 0 3
1 z > technological resources of the school
w A
O = M Determine missing Hems from a list of specifications for a
laboratory which would have various "high tech* equipment
Identify characteristics of a good ’high tech* curriculum as a
learning environment
a

1

Able to discuss advantages/disadvantages of a variety of
decision-making processes

_ C
D

5
N

Portrait of th e
Technological High
School Principal

1

Domains and Skills

a*

DECISION-MAKING
AND PLANNING
DOMAIN
Strategic Planning

The Technological Domain for Strategic Planning

M

SKILLS ARE TO THE
RIGHT!

2

ABLE TO SELECT A
DECISION MAKING
PROCESS

1

---------------------

fit i*

---------------------- ►

nte skills to be added to the
Win the appropriate category.

Figure B-4.
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Explain how to invotve shareholders in planning (e.g.
corporate leaders, colleges, universities, technical schools,
o local/district administration, parents, teachers, students, etc.)
o

^

Explain how to build belief statements Involving shareholders
oG o
Ability to explain how to identify strengths, weaknesses,
z
o 3 opportunities and threats of the school organization
5 I Ability to explain how to develop preferred future statements
Involving shareholders
< rri Explain how to prioritize technology needs and Identify critical
o
o success factors
TJ Explain how to develop a vision, mission, goals, objectives and
action plans regarding new technologies with mutual
W agreement of an stakeholders
□ Explain how to develop timelines, benchmarks, cost-analysts
X
and evaluation strategies for new technologies

S3

2
3
4
5
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1
2
3
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1
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TECHNICAL
PORTRAITURING FO R
HIRING SCH O O L
PRINCIPALS

1

Builds coalitions

PROM OTION
DOMAIN

3
N

►

3

1

PROMOTE COMMUNICATION
REGULATIONS
CONCERNING
FOR PERSUASIVE
TECHNOLOGIES
USE

The Technological Domain for Promoting Technology

4

---------------------

3

SKILLS ARE TO THE
RIGHT!

2

O 2
s i
5 z
m
(n

PROMOTIONAL
STRATEGIES FOR USING
TECHNOLOGIES

Write changes for shots in the
slots to the right

Write stalls to be added to the
right in the appropriate category.

Figure B-5.
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Implement and expand applied academic programs
Providing technical staff development through use of
technically applied learning methods
Seeks technical and curriculum assistance through outside
resources
Hire new staff with technical skills
Identity barriers and develop plan
Communicates realistic needs on an on-going basis to the
community, school board and the superintendent
Communicates and defines the role of the School Board in
technology
Orients the School Board to new technologies
Communicates the complexities of technology to the school
board
Communicates visionary and mission statements for
technology to the community
Requires comprehensive curriculum that Includes the
integration or technology
Establish standards and performance measures Involving
technology
Mandates the use of technology through classroom
observation

^nj
2O Provides teachers the opportunity to rent-to-own
5
m Provides teaeher labs
|c g
Provide teachers loan programs

Rii
m
M

Provide grants for Innovative Ideas using technology
o
5 Providing stipends for technology exploration

f s 5

1

2
3
4
5
3

CD-Rom
d
° Digital Camera
i > s
5 * u o Faxes/Modems
§ A 2
R o s Integrated Learning Systems
.. S g 8 Internal E-Mail
i - j s i j j j LANs

The Technological Domain for the Use of Technology

7
3
3
10
11
12
13
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2
3
4
3
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7
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Portrait of th e
Technological High
School Principal
Domains and Skills

-

TECHNOLOGICAL
EX PERTISE
DOMAIN
The Ability to U se
T echnology

Figure B-6.
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SKILLS ARE TO
THE RIGHT!
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‘rite sldDs to be added to
b right in the appropriate
iegory.

Irl
ill

Personal Computer
Scanner
Software Toots (e.g. word processing, spread streets)
wdP,1
Software Databases
3 9 o
? * m Software Multimedia (e.g. Hyper Card, LinKWay)
3 O -n
1 -n O VCR's/Camcorders
m
JO
Video Disc Players
O > Demonstrates knowledge and understanding of the definition,
| m C meaning, and application of common microcomputer terms to
curriculum development

sss
° x a

Describes the purpose and interdependence of major
r- O microcomputer components

Faculty shared decision making
>
TJ
Interdisciplinary curriculum and integration applications
■a
3 > Administrative functions (e g. storage, retrieval, manipulation
> 9 ra
and application of data)
3 3 R
c S h Alignment of assessment strategies with local, state and
national standards
Teaching strategies (e.g. cooperative learning, learning styles,
1 8 g
team teaching, peer teaching etc.)
Portfolio Assessment
Curricular articulation between elementary, middle school,
$
m
high school and post-secondary schools
Reliability
Interoperability
► £ Flexibility
5 ? K Usability
g o o Applicability
5 JO m Physical environment for the user (e.g. clean, organized,
comfortable and aesthetically pleasing)
m F t § Physical environment for the technology (e.g. electrical
requirements, room temperature, static restrictions and
moisture limitations)

Figure B-7.
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The Technological Domain for Using Technology for
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sm

CO

z o

X

Understands Importance of outcome based evaluation In
building the technology b u d g e t __________________
Understands need to connect budget requests to
Internal/external technology needs assessments
Explain procedures tor developing clearty defined benchmarks
with timelines for technotogy development
Has knowledga of performance contracts that Include
technology expectations
Demonstrates understanding Tor setting realistic expectations
Demonstrates basic knowledge of evaluation tools (e.g.
suggestion box, formal survey, teacher log, technology audit,
etc.)__________ ________________ ____________ _______
hT s fmowledge of scheduling depredation of technology as It
is purchased
Able to explain components of an obsolescence plan
Able to explain technology needs In school-wide Improvement
plans
Has knowledge of computerized assessment packages that
offer authentic assessment and portfolio evaluation that ties to
learning objectives and standards
Able to explain a technotogy audit
Demonstrates knowledge of how to Investigate relationships
between perceived and actual needs
Has specific knowledge or howto use technology to assess
technical currency of staff/students, monitor work efficiency
and systemic inquiry
Able to explain components of action research

tn O

Reveals knowledge of statistical analysis

Si

Demonstrates knowledge of strategies for collaboration with
other agencies for research purposes (e.g.
eollegesAmlverslties, e tc )

So
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4
5
3
7
9
9
10

11
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TECHNICAL
PORTRAITURING FO R
HIRING SCH O O L
PRINCIPALS

3

DEMONSTRATES A KNOWLEDGE FOR THE USE OF
TECHNOLOGY IN INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

2

CURRICULUM AND
TECHNOLOGY
INTEGRATION
DOMAIN
Applying T echnology
to Instructional D esign

1

SKILLS ARE TO TH E
RIGHT!

to

►

4

--------------------

3

DOMAIN CATEGORIES

2

DETERMINES
APPLICATIONS OF
TECHNOLOGY IN THE
LEARNING PROCESS

1

------------ ►

Write changes for skills In the
slots to the right.

The Technological Domain for Applying Technology to Instructional Design

Write skills to be added to the
right under the appropriate
category.

Figure B-8.
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ro

Identifies the most significant barriers to the adoption of
lechnology In the learning process
Describes the appropriate use of computers In the design and
delivery of learning systems
Demonstrates a knowledge or appropriate applications of
programs to be used by students as tools for learning
Selects methods which will maximize microcomputer software
avaHabity to faculty and students, given several methods of
housing and/or cataloging the materials
Able to select appropriate technologies for a given learning
experience
Demonstrates an understanding of the use of technology In
the evaluation of learners and managing learning systems
Prescribes various types of computer-assisted Instructional
strategies
Prescribes learning tasks Involving computer-assisted
instructional strategies
Demonstrates knowledge of student use of computers to
access databases
Demonstrates knowledge of graphically illustrated learning
Demonstrates knowledge of computer use to analyze a variety
of data statistically
Demonstrates knowledge of computer use to generate
professionally looking reports and presentations
Considers technical resources as a part of content areas
rather than In Isolation
Demonstrates knowledge of technical skills used for
evaluating, processing and communicating Information as welt
as accessing Information
Demonstrates knowledge of technology variations that
address different learning styles
Recognizes the multiple roles that can be performed by a
technical specialist (e.g. team planning member, curriculum
content writing consultant, Instructional design expert)

1

3

4

KNOWLEDGE OF
MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY

Figure B-9.
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iBLE TO MANAGE
EXISTING
TECHNOLOGIES

1
2

ABLE TO USE :
MANAGEMENT
TECHNOLOGY

1
2
3

4
5
3
7
3

CD

i s

DWLEDGE OF HOW
3 DISASTER RECO\
PLANS

The Technological Domain for Management of Technology
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ABLE TO
MANAGE
TECH
CHANGES
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hi

r

o

Recognizes advantages and disadvantages of different
storage and retrieval devices for computers
Ability to recognize reliability, capacity and efficiency of
technologies
Demonstrates knowledge of legal and illegal practices Involved
with the use and maintenance of technologies
Selects appropriate peripheral device for a designated task
Ability to select compatible hardware for a variety of school
functions
Identifies components of a microcomputer station

5
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Portrait of th e
Technological High
Schhool Principal
Domains and Skills
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Ss

MANAGEMENT
DOMAIN

DOMAIN
CATEGORIES

Write changes for skills in
slots to the right.

Write skills to be added to
the right In the appropriate
category.
hi

m g

Selects appropriate software for automating a specified school
management task currently done manually
Demonstrates a knowledge of appropriate software or
procedural safeguards necessary to secure and Hmlt access
to school records stored electronically
Recognizes the role of the technician
Able to list components of preventative maintenance
Able to calculate anticipated life of technologies
Understands basic maintenance needs of aP technologies
Ability to coordinate technical assistance among vendors,
peers, hot lines, coaches and computer-proficient students
Abie to define duties and responsibilities of users
Able to Identify critical resources
Able to identify clerical needs
Identifies off-site storage requirements
Understands media conversion
Demonstrates ability to develop written procedures
Has basic knowledge of hardware/software replacement
procedures
Able to identify backup services
Can coordinate cooperative plans between school
organizations to share available resources
Understands the need for fully licensed technical specialists to
support technology efforts
Demonstrates the ability to write Job descriptions for building
level technical personnel
Understands the need for technical specialists to have clerical
help so they can perform their professional duties rather than
clerical ones
Ability to access awareness and readiness of Individuals to
take risks
Ability to build safety nets for risk-takers
Ability to manage transition when changing technologies
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ABILITIES TO FORMAT AND DEVELOP
PROCESS FOR TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGES

M

ABLE TO CONTROL CULTURAL
RESPONSE TO TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE

The Technological Domain for Encouraging Change for Technology
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DOMAIN
I
CAN DEMONSTRATE
C A T E G O R IE S ^ L CREATIVE/GENERATIVE-THINKING FOR
[
TECHNOLOGY

s i

SKILLS ARE T O
THE R IG H T

■8 S' S

Recognizes effective problem solving strategies that lead to new
realities (e.g. networking with ether schools, post-secondary
schools, business, actkxwesearch, redefining roles, path-finder
projects, etc.)
Ability to see uniqueness of every problem
Ability to see multiple purposes In any action
Ability to recognize purpose a s It changes
Ability to develop performance m easures
Ability to se e components a s part of a larger picture
Ability to work backward from an Ideal" target solution with
timelines and alternative Tdeal" solutions
Ability to collect, sort and act on Information
Ability to empower people In developing solutions
Ability to sequence purpose-directed solutions that seek solutions
after the next solution with betterment timelines
Ability to work backwards from goals
Understands Informal and formal power structures and their
Influence on the performance of the organization
Able to Identify the Impact that technological changes will have on
work methods, relationships and communications
Understands how employees of the organization will recognize
technical efforts
Understands how employees of the organization win react to
technical efforts
Ability to tie technology Into the way the school does business
Understands the need for vertical and horizontal team s to better
communications
Demonstrates ability to explain school-based management
strategies
Promotes collegial relationships
Ability to generate local data and reveal consistent patterns
Ability to recognize what needs improvement
Ability to Identify technology that wilt address identified needs
Ability to formulate solutions utilizing all available resources
Understands components or developmental leadership
Understands components of centralized leadership
Able to explain strategies for maintaining status-quo, small changes
and major renovations
Understands the Importance of relating change to Improving
personal control, use of time and making work easier
Understands individual needs for fulfillment, Inspiration, reward,
recognition and achievement
Understands components of systemic thinking
Understands strategies that start planning from scratch without
restraints

APPENDIX C
Letter to Technology Experts
Requesting Participation on the Technology Panel
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July 17,1995
Dear xxxxx:
I am currently an assistant principal at Dobyns-Bennett High School in Kingsport,
Tennessee and a doctoral candidate at East Tennessee State University in the Department
of Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis. I am preparing to conduct an evaluation
concerning what technological skills Tennessee’s superintendents/directors of schools
believe are important for high school principals to possess.
The evaluation consists of a three part survey that will be administered to superintendents/
directors of schools in the state of Tennessee. The three parts of the survey are: 1. What
questions concerning technological skills are asked during hiring procedures for high
school principals; 2. Perceptions concerning the importance of high school principals to
possess technological skills and/or provide leadership for such skills; and 3. Perceptions
concerning the level of technological skills that current high school principals possess
and/or ability to provide leadership for such skills.
The development of this survey has involved a review of current literature culminating in
an examination of the National Policy Board's educational administrative domains for
changing schools, (Illustration 2-a). These domains were used along with the literature
review to develop more specific technological domains with corresponding skills that
school principals could possess, (Illustration 2-b). The survey that will be administered
to superintendents/ directors of schools consists of questions that evolved from these
identified technological domains and skills.
The overall anticipated results from this effort ore the following:
1. A specific and detailed collection of technological domains with corresponding skills
that high school principals should possess or deliver leadership abilities to provide for.
2. A curriculum delivery system that identifies appropriate college level courses for
providing technological training in the preparation of high school principals,
3. A hiring process that will help superintendents/directors of schools to create a portrait
of future high school principals as technological leaders.
4. An ongoing network of communication between technological experts for review and
updating of the technological skills that educational administrators should have,
I am asking a limited number of experts to evaluate the survey instrument and the
directions for completing it which will be used in the evaluation. Would you please
complete the enclosed survey and assessment form to assist in the proper development and
clarification of the instrument to be used in the evaluation? Please read the survey
instrument fully and then respond to the assessment form after you have experienced the
complete conditions under which superintendents/directors of schools may be asked to
respond.
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Your comments or suggestions for improvement, clarity, relevance, or format are sincerely
requested in order to make the results of the final survey more accurate and appropriate.
Your assistance with this developmental activity and further comments or suggestions for
additions, changes and/or deletions to the identified technological domains with their
corresponding skills will be appreciated,
I want to assure you that neither you nor your place of employment will be identified
individually in any way during any portion of the evaluation. The results of this evaluation
will be made available to the Tennessee Organization of School Superintendents.
It is important that your response be timely in order to be used before the final survey is
developed. Please return the completed survey and the assessment form on the yellow
sheets within one week from the date you receive it in the white self-addressed, stamped
envelope which has been provided for your convenience.
Please include the name, address and phone number of anyone you think would benefit
this effort. If you would like to further participate in the network I am creating for
maintaining current technological skills that are needed by high school principals, please
include information for how I can best communicate with you.
For future communication purposes, you may communicate with me through the
following methods:
1. Dobyns-Bcnnett High School
1800 Legion Dr.
Kingsport, TN. 37664
2. Phone: (615) 378-8408 Work
3. Phone: (615) 245-8973 Home
4. Fax: (615) 378-8489
5. E-Mail: REEDJOI @TEN-NASH.TEN.K12.TN.US
P.S. If you wish to offer any suggestions for the technological domains and/or their
corresponding skills, please return the light grey worksheets with your comments in the
6X9 yellow envelope at your earliest convenience. Thank you for your assistance with
this study.
Sincerely,
J. McLean Reed
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ASSESSMENT OF THE SURVEYJNSTRUMENT
After filling out the sample survey instrument, please respond to the following
items relative to its clarity and format.
A = Acceptable; NI = Needs Improvement; UA = Unacceptable
1. _____ Directions for completion
2 . _____ Format of questions
3 . _____ Clarity of wording
4 . _____ Time required for completion
5 . _____ Overall appearance of survey
6 . _____ Scoring scales
Are there any questions which should be reworded? Please list number(s)

Are there any questions which should be eliminated? Please list numbers).

Are there questions which should be added? Please suggest topics.

Additional comments.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND ASSISTANCE

APPENDIX D
A Survey for Perceptions of the Technological High School Principal
by Superintendents and Directors of Schools Across the
State of Tennessee
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A SURVEY FOR PERCEPTIONS OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL HIGH SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL BY SUPERINTENDENTS AND DIRECTORS OF SCHOOLS
ACROSS THE STATE OF TENNESSEE
Demographic Questions:
1.
Sex:
a.Male

Please circle the correct answer.
b. Female

2.

Age:

a.20-29

b. 30-39

c, 40-49

3.

Race:

a.White

b. African American

c.

e. American Indian

e. 60 and over

Hispanic

d. Asian

f. Other

4.

Method of Selection to your position:

5.

Length of Your Service in Current Position:

6.

d. 50-59

a. Appointed b. Elected

a. Less than 1 year;

b. 1-5;

c. 6-10;

d. 11-15

f. 21-25

g. Over 25 years

e. 16-20;

Level of Your Highest Educational Degree:
a. High School

b. Associate

c. Bachelors

d. Masters

e. Ed.S.

f. Ed. D.

g. Ph. D.
7.

School System Designation:
a. City

8.

b. Middle

c. West

Level of Per Pupil Expenditure:
a. Under $2,000

10.

c. Special

Grand Division of Tennessee in Which Your School System is located
a. East

9.

b. County

b. $2,000-4,000

Have you ever hired a High School Principal?

c. Over $4,000
a. Yes

b. No

Level of
technological skill
that current high
school principals
possess

Category Two

Category Three

Y

N

NA

1 2 3 4

1 2

3

4

2. Demonstrate knowledge of the necessary components In
building a comprehensive technology budget.

Y

N

NA

1 2 3 4

1 2

3

4

3. Demonstrate knowledge of staff development that wid
encourage participation and provide ongoing learning
experiences to help staff keep up wtth technological
developments.

Y

N

NA

1 2 3 4

1 2

3

4

4. Demonstrate ability In building a strategic plan for using
technology In the school organization.

Y

N

NA

1 2 3 4

1 2

3

4

5. Demonstrate ability to develop and recognize
opportunities for promoting the use of technology.

Y

N

NA

1 2 3 4

1

2

3

4

6. Demonstrate ability to use and model a variety of
technologies.

Y

N

NA

1 2 3 4

1

2

3

4

7. Demonstrate knowledge of how technology can facilitate
ongoing research of school related functions.

Y

N

NA

1 2 3 4

1

2

3

4

a. Ability to explain specific applications of technology In
Instructional design to achieve identified outcomes.

Y

N

NA

t 2 3 4

t

2

3

4

9. Demonstrate knowledge of how to manage the legal,
maintenance and security requirements of technology in the
school organization.

Y

N

NA

1 2 3 4

1 2

3

4

10. Ability to explain strategies for creating a risk-free
environment that wid encourage individuals to accept the
constant change required to keep up wtth constantly
Improving technology,

Y

N

NA

1 2 3 4

1

3

4

Technological Skills

J3

I
I

S
JS

i

Iw

£
(0

No knowledge and experience
Very Utte knowledge
experience
Some knowledge
and experience

Do not have the knowledge to
desirability

1. Ability to explain the appropriate use of direct leadership
and teacher empowerment for achieving maximum utilization
of technology In the school organization.

I

3
15

This skin is very desirable

(0

Skid Is not Inquired about

Note: The titerature review for this study defines the
technological principal as a person with administrative aldtls
in using, managing and providing leadership for technology.

Level of
technological skid
desired In a high
school principal

I

ThEs survey has three categories. The first category asks if Questions
the technological skills listed below ere Enquired about
asked
during hiring procedures for high school principals. The
during
second category asks how desirable the skill Is for high
hiring
school principals to possess. The third category asks what
process
level of skill ability do most high school principals have In
Category
your school system. Please circle your response. Thank you
One
for your cooperation.

2

if

I

APPENDIX E
Letters to AssisstatU Superintendents and Central Office Personnel
Requesting Participation in the Test-Retest Pilot Survey
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1003 Laurel wood Dr.
Kingsport, TN. 37660
Dear xxxxx:
I am currently involved in the development of a survey instrument for my dissertation in
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis at East Tennessee State University. As a part
of my syudy, I am surveying the directors and superintendents in the state of Tennessee
concerning the inquiry of technological skills of perspective high school principals during
hiring procedures, the desirability of those technological skills and the perceived levets of
technological skills that current high school principals possess.
I have included the survey instrument with this tetter. This instrument was developed from
my literature review and then “fine-tuned” by a panel of technology experts selected from
educational leaders across the United States. As a final check, I am asking you to help test
and retest the instrument for reliability.
I realize how busy your schedule is and certainly understand if you are unable to respond
to this request. If you are able to participate, please fill out the two yellow sheets enclosed
with this letter and return them in the stamped envelope that is provided for your
convenience. Then, in two weeks I will send you the same instrument to repeat the
process. Upon the return of the second completed set, I will perform a variety of statistical
tests to determine the reliability of the instrument. If all goes well, I will proceed to survey
all the superintendents and directors of schools in the state of Tennessee.
I appreciate any help that you can give me in this effort. Please call me at (423) 245-8973
if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

J. McLean Reed
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1003 Laurelwood Dr.
Kingsport, TN. 37660

Dear xxxxx:
Recently I sent you a survey instrument for the study I am conducting on Tennessee
Superintendents and Directors of Schools about questions they ask when hiring
prospective high school principals and the perceptions they have concerning technological
skills of high school principals. I am pleased and grateful for the quick response I received
on my requests. Thank you for your assistance.
I would like to ask you for your assistance one more time. You will recall that I am
testing the reliability of my survey. This is a test-retest reliability check. The test-retest
reliability check requires a second application of the survey instrument. Will you please
complete the survey one more time and return it to me in the self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Upon the return of the second set of surveys I will be able to conduct the
necessary statistical tests to check the reliability of my survey instrument.
Thank you again for your help. Please call me at (243) 245-8973 if you have any
questions and/or I can be of any assistance to you.
Sincerely,

J. McLean Reed

APPENDIX F
Letters to Superintendents/Directors of Schools Requesting
Participation in the Survey Instrument
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190
1003 Laurelwood Dr.
Kingsport, TN. 37660
Nov. 1, 1995
Dear Director/Superintendent:
I am an assistant principal at Dobyns-Bennett High School in Kingsport, Tennessee. I am currently
involved in the research and writing of my dissertation for a doctorate in Educational Leadership and
Policy Analysis at East Tennessee State University in Johnson City, Tennessee. My study is being
conducted under the leadership of Dr. Donn Gresso, chairman of my graduate committee. As a part
of my dissertation, I am surveying the directors and superintendents in our state concerning their
perceptions of the importance for high school principals to possess technological skills. This survey
consists of three parts. The first component involves asking directors/superintendents what
technological skills are inquired about during hiring procedures for high school principals. If you do
not feel that you have the appropriate knowledge to continue the survey, please complete the next
section that is denoted by "NA". A circled response in this area will disqualify you from continuing
the survey. If you believe you do have the appropriate knowledge, then please continue the survey.
The second component asks the superintendents/directors how desirable technological skills are for
high school principals to possess, The last component asks the superintendents/directors what levels
of technological skill they perceive current high school principals to possess.
I am asking every director/superintendent of schools in Tennessee to respond to a copy of the
enclosed survey. The complete results of the survey and analysis will be made available to the
Tennessee School Boards Association, the State Board of Education, and the Tennessee
Organization of School Superintendents.
As an educator, I am aware of the demands of your daily work load. I would appreciate, however,
your taking time to complete the enclosed questionnaire and returning the instrument within ten days
using the postage-paid, preaddressed envelope. Please sign this cover letter as indicated and return
with the questionnaire.
Your input is vital to the study and your individual responses will be kept confidential. All responses
will be kept for ten years in my office at Dobyns-Bennett High School. In the event of my relocation,
all records will be maintained in my professional office. If you have any questions, please call me at
(615) 378-8400. Thank you in advance for your time and assistance in this survey.
Respectfully,
J. McLean Reed
Doctoral Candidate
Enclosures

Respondent's Signature

(I ACKNOWLEDGE MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT AS
VOLUNTARY.)
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1003 Laurelwood Dr.
Kingsport, TN. 37660

Dear xxxxx:
Recently I sent to you a survey concerning your perceptions of the importance for high
school principals to possess technological skills. The responses have been extremely
rewarding. I have been extremely proud of the superintendents/directors of schoots and
the manner in which they have returned the surveys.
We allowed a deadline of November 30, 1995 for the return of the survey and feel that
everyone will do their very best to meet that time line. A vast majority of the surveys have
been returned and as the deadline approaches, we would like to encourage each school
system to participate.
The survey instrument for your school system has not been received at this time. I have
enclosed an additional copy of the survey instrument along with a stamped envelope just in
case the initial instrument has been misplaced. It would be greatly appreciated if you
would take a short amount of time to complete the survey so that the results will be as
complete as possible.
As you are probably able to determine, this study is for the purpose of completing a
Doctorate in Educational Administration and the results will be used solely for that
purpose.
Thank you for taking your valuable time to assist in making this study a success.
Sincerely,

J, McLean Reed
1003 Laurelwood Dr.
Kingsport, TN. 37660
O
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